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Glenn A. Callihan: Calvinist Cologne: The Presbyterial-Synodal Network and the Struggle for 
Toleration, 1566-1600 
(Under the direction of Jay M. Smith) 
  
This paper argues that the synodal network, courtesy of Dutch refugees fleeing Spanish 
persecution in the late 1560s, gave the German-speaking Reformed congregation in Cologne the 
tools they required to plant deep roots in a Catholic city. Through mutual aid and solidarity, these 
roots enabled the congregation to survive its infancy and emerge in a strong position by the 
outbreak of the Cologne War in 1583. After the war, as a result of the synodal network, the 
Reformed congregation in Cologne managed to secure a form of ‘implicit toleration’ from the 
city magistracy. This toleration was characterized neither by magistrates turning a blind eye to 
their activities, nor by sharing of religious spaces, but rather it came as a consequence of the 
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 Following the elector and archbishop of Cologne’s conversion to the Reformed faith, on 
8 July 1582 ‘servant of the word’ Johannes Christianus preached before the walls of the 
northwestern Catholic stronghold of Cologne.1 Drawn to this sermon, “innumerable citizens left 
the city of Cologne and satisfied their hunger and thirst for the pure word of God.”2 According to 
Werner Teschenmacher’s account, written in 1633, Christianus delivered a shocking sermon. 
Unlike the godly citizens, who, in leaving the city resembled Simon Peter recognizing Christ as 
the son of the living God, Christianus castigated the papists who remained in the city. They could 
not claim to know Christ at all. He also condemned papal errors in no uncertain terms. Not only 
were Catholics incorrect about the offices of Christ, they were also incorrect in condemning 
Christians to unspeakable pain and anguish in purgatory.3 The Catholic city magistracy quickly 
dispersed the gathering. Shocking as the sermon was to the citizens of the city, its implications 
for the city’s character are even more challenging.
 
1 Werner Teschenmacher, Annales Ecclesiastici, (Düsseldorf: Presseverband der Evangelischen Kirchen im 
Rheinland, 1962), 294. These ministers often prefer to style themselves as “diener des worts”.  
 
2 Ibid. “Insonderheit ist denkwurdig, dass . . . das H. Evangelium offentlich durch Johannem Christiani, genant 
Otzenrath, predigen lassen, dahin auch unzehlige viel Burger aus der Statt Coln gegangen und ihren Hunger und 
Durst nach dem reinen Wort Gottes gestillet, bis sie von dem Magistrat durch das Geschutz abgetrieben und 
zerstreuet worden.”  
 
3 Ibid., 300-301, 304-305. “Aus diesem, das bis hieher von dem Ampt Christi gelehret, sehen wir, wie fälschlich 
davon die Päbstler lehren und halten, welche, ob sie woll mit Worten bekennen, das Christus seiner kirchen Lehrer, 
Hoherpriester und König sey,” and, “Es soll aus diesen Worten Christi auch der Päbstler Irrthumb gestrafft und 
wiederlegt werden, . . . das die Christen, Gnungthuung geleistet haben, . . . ehe und zuvor sie selbs fur ihre Sund, . . . 




This unsanctioned sermon raises interesting questions about ‘holy’ Cologne’s fraught 
place in the ‘Age of Religious Wars’. Some have argued that Cologne was a Catholic bastion; a 
stronghold in which the Reformation could find no purchase.4 Yet, here we have a Calvinist 
minister boldly preaching in front of an Imperial city, which, fifty-three years prior, burned two 
Lutherans at the stake as heretics. Within its walls, the ‘holy city’ of Cologne had housed 
Reformed refugees from the Netherlands since 1566.5 That the Cologne authorities, in some way, 
tolerated their Calvinist guests and the local Reformed community is beyond dispute. However, 
the reasons for why the magistracy did not oust their guests later remains inadequately explained.  
A host of excellent scholarship exists on the topic of toleration on the eve of the Thirty 
Years War. While toleration in the ‘Age of Religious Wars’ falls much more in line with a 
concept that describes how one might ‘tolerate’ pain or an annoying neighbor rather than our 
own modern conception, it has become increasingly clear that the ‘Age of Religious Wars’ saw 
its share of tenuous coexistence and tolerance. This same notion applies to the Imperial city of 
Cologne. Despite the magistracy’s at times rather vigorous efforts to root out the Reformed from 
within, they were never entirely successful at quashing them. While the Reformed faith remained 
illegal in the city and indeed in the Empire until the end of the Thirty Years War, the 
congregations in Cologne nevertheless managed to secure an implicit toleration from the city 
government. This toleration was characterized not by sharing religious spaces, nor by city 
magistrates turning a blind eye to religious differences. Rather, the sheer difficulty of dislodging 
 
4 Robert W. Scribner, “Why Was There No Reformation in Cologne?” Historical Research 46, no. 120 (November 
1976): 214-241; Thomas Brady, German Histories in the Age of Reformations 1450-1650, (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2009), 312; Janis Marie Gibbs, "Catholicism and Civic Identity in Cologne, 1475-1570." (PhD 
diss., University of Virginia, 1996). 
 




the embedded dissidents made absolute intolerance impossible.6 Unlike previous Protestant 
groups attempting to make inroads in Cologne, these dissidents benefitted significantly from a 
network of religious allies outside the city. The toleration described here resembles not a 
‘positive’ toleration of difference, but rather a begrudging acknowledgement of both the fact of 
religious difference in the city and the city magistrate’s inability to crush that difference. 
With the arrival of Dutch refugees fleeing Spanish-led violence and confiscation at the 
hands of the duke of Alva in 1567, the refugees joined with a local congregation to form three 
congregations in three different languages: French, Dutch, and German. With them the refugees 
brought their mode of church organization: the presbyterial-synodal network. Formalized at the 
national synod of Emden in 1571, this minister-led synodal network brought the Cologne church 
together with churches across the lower Rhine, the Netherlands, and even as far away as 
London.7 The network of Reformed churches and the flexibility of their organization, operating 
in solidarity and mutual aid through the presbyterial-synodal network, proved instrumental in 
ensuring the survival of the Cologne church. Examining the plight of the German-speaking 
Cologne congregation from 1570 to 1582 illuminates the role played by the synodal network in 
enabling the congregation to plant strong roots in its infancy.8 The congregation’s precarious 
start had significant implications for the congregation’s rising role in the network during the 
 
6  For more on the concept of toleration after 1555 see also, David Luebke, Hometown Religion: Regimes of 
Coexistence in Early Modern Westphalia (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2016); Jesse Spohnholz, The 
Tactics of Toleration: A Refugee Community in the Age of Religious Wars (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 
2011); Thomas Brady, German Histories in the Age of Reformations 1450-1650, (New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 2009). 
 
7 J.F. Gerhard Goeters, Die Akten der Synode der Niederländischen Kirchen zu Emden vom 4-13 Okt. 1571, 
(Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1971).  
 
8 Unless otherwise specified, the terms ‘the congregation’ and the ‘Cologne congregation’, refer to the German-




Cologne War.9 After 1583, the Cologne congregation began to reciprocate much of the 
assistance rendered to it in earlier years through the synodal network. The synodal network, 
therefore, made it nearly impossible for the Cologne magistracy to excise their Reformed 
community. 
 Most studies which consider the plight of Lower Rhenish and Dutch Reformed churches 
tend to consider the congregations in one of two ways. Either they are understood as extensions 
of a Dutch mother-church, as primarily in isolation from one another, or they tend to not examine 
Cologne’s role in the synodal network in any particular detail. None of these models 
acknowledge the role of the presbyterial-synodal network played in facilitating a form of 
toleration. For example, Heinz Schilling’s Niederländische Exulanten im 16. Jahrhundert 
provides an excellent account of where refugees fleeing the Dutch Revolt tended to congregate. 
Examining the ‘hot-spots’ for the refugees—Emden, Wesel, Aachen, Cologne, Frankfurt, 
Hamburg, and London—Schilling styles these congregations as ‘colonies’ but deemphasizes the 
connections between them.10 The critical role each church played for the other through the 
synodal network in ensuring their collective survival is consequently nearly absent in Schilling’s 
analysis. Schilling characterizes the experience of the Reformed in Cologne as one of failed 
integration and ultimately expulsion.11 On the other hand, Jesse Spohnholz’s The Tactics of 
Toleration: A Refugee Community in the Age of Religious Wars demonstrates the doctrinal and 
 
9 In a similar vein, see also Irmgard Hantsche “Die politischen, konfessionellen und wirtschaftlichen Auswirkungen 
des niederländischen Freiheitskampfes auf den Niederrhein vor der Synode von 1610.” Monatsheft für Evangelische 
Kirchengeschichte des Rheinlandes 60 (2011): 59. By the General Synod at Duisburg in 1610, Dutch influence in 
the network waned heavily in favor of German influence. Nevertheless, the Dutch organizational strategies, namely, 
the synodal network, remained.  
 
10 Schilling, Niederländische Exulanten.  
 
11 Heinz Schilling, “Innovation through Migration: The Settlements of Calvinistic Netherlanders in Sixteenth- and 




theological flexibility of the Lutheran magistrates in Wesel to maintain domestic peace despite 
Catholics, Calvinists, and Anabaptists all living together within the nominally Lutheran city.12 
For the Lutheran magistrates, intolerance, like their counterparts in Cologne, was an impractical 
goal. While not concerned exclusively with the plight of the Reformed in Wesel, Spohnholz 
nevertheless views the Calvinist refugees largely in isolation from the synodal network of 
support.  
Much work has also already been done on Reformed networks in early modern Europe.13 
In his seminal work on Calvinism, Philip Benedict identified the strength of the presbyterial-
synodal network for the churches along the Lower Rhine.14 While Benedict points out that the 
general trend of Calvinism’s growth in the Empire greatly depended on the prince, he 
complicates this picture by introducing the influence Dutch church organization had in the 
region.15 Ole Peter Grell’s Brethren in Christ extends Benedict’s work by examining the 
Calvinist network on a grand scale all across Europe, but he pays little attention to the Lower 
Rhine, especially the Jülich and Cleves regional synods.16 Grell uses the experience of a 
Reformed Lucchese refugee family as a case study for examining the network similar to what 
 
12 Spohnholz, The Tactics of Toleration.  
 
13 As a related example, Mathilde Monge has already identified networks as an essential component in the survival 
of persecuted Anabaptists along the Lower Rhine; yet she does not address Calvinism directly. Mathilde Monge, 
Des Communautés mouvantes: Les ‘sociétés des frères chriétiens’ en Rhénanie du Nord Juliers, Berg, Cologne vers 
1530-1694, (Geneva: Librairie Droz, 2015); Mathilde Monge, “Überleben durch Vernetzung. Die täuferische 
Gruppen in Köln und am Niederrhein im 16. Jahrhundert,” in Grenzen des Täufertums/Boundaries of Anabaptism. 
Neue Forschungen, Beiträge der Konferenz in Göttingen vom 23.-27.08.2006, ed. Anslem Schubert, Astrid von 
Schlachta, Michael Driedger (Gütersloh: Güterslohe Verlaghaus, 2006), 215-230. 
 
14 Philip Benedict, Christ’s Churches Purely Reformed: A Social History of Calvinism (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 2002), 210. 
 
15 Ibid., 202-203, 210. 
 
16 Ole Peter Grell, Brethren in Christ: A Calvinist Network in Reformation Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge 




this project intends to do with Cologne. Finally, Stefan Flesch has forcefully argued for the 
importance of the synodal network for the congregation in Uedem in the early seventeenth 
century, yet his study likewise does not reach further south to Jülich and subsequently Cologne.17 
Requests for financial assistance, help in resolving local issues over disputes with Catholics, and 
providing mediation between consistories characterize the aid mediated by the synodal network 
according to Flesch. This paper seeks to expand Benedict’s, Grell’s, and Flesch’s studies to an 
underrepresented region at an earlier time and combine their analyses with the concept of 
toleration concerning which Spohnholz elaborates.  
Thus, by giving a thorough accounting of the role and importance of the synodal network, 
examined in the congregation in Cologne’s consistorial documents and the network’s own 
synodal records, we will see that the synodal network itself is a ‘tactic of toleration’. These 
otherwise banal documents, which give terse, perfunctory reports on the everyday activities of 
both the congregation and the synod also show the network of support working at the ground 
level. It created a space in an otherwise hostile environment where both refugees and locals 
could exercise their faith in a Protestant community that lacked princely permission and showed 
surprising vibrancy and resilience.
 
17 Stefan Flesch, “Überleben im synodalen Verbund. Die frühen evangelischen Gemeinden im Herzogtum Kleve mit 
einem besonderen Blick auf die Geschichte der Gemeinde Uedem.” Monatsheft für Evangelische Kirchengeschichte 




THE DUTCH REVOLT, REFUGEES, AND CALVINISM ON THE LOWER RHINE 
Lower Rhenish Calvinism acquired its particular form coming out of the experience of 
persecution and exile in the Netherlands. It is important to note that, unlike the rest of the 
Empire, the Netherlands came into Habsburg hands not by election, but by inheritance. 
Consequently, the Habsburgs were willing to use a far heavier hand in their efforts to quash 
Reformation there.18 A defense of local aristocratic privilege formed the basis of early Dutch 
opposition to the Spanish.19 In 1566, the lower Dutch nobility signed the Compromise of Nobles. 
However, they quickly lost control of their movement. The Calvinists under the predikanten led 
an ‘iconoclastic fury’ in the late summer to the early autumn.20 During the course of the 
iconoclasm, Calvinists seized the opportunity to sack churches and convents.21 In response, 
Philip II of Spain sent the infamous duke of Alva with a large Spanish army to pacify the region. 
While Alva only arrived in August 1567, he succeeded in quickly crushing the burgeoning 
revolt.22 He worked to consolidate his hold on the rebellious region. In September, Alva began 
his infamous Council of Troubles to eliminate Netherlandish opposition to the crown. 
Particularly active between 1567-8 (the same years as the height of Dutch emigration), the court 
 
18 Peter Wilson, The Thirty Years War: Europe’s Tragedy, (Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 2009), 129-131. 
 
19 Geoffrey Parker, The Dutch Revolt (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1977), 14.  
 
20 Ibid., 75-76 
 
21 Ibid., 76-78. 
 




tried some twelve thousand individuals and executed approximately one thousand.23 Far more 
lost significant amounts of property. 
The wide net the duke of Alva cast in ferreting out dissidents led many to flee the region. 
While no one knows the exact number of refugees who settled along the Lower Rhine, most 
estimates agree that around one-hundred thousand fled the Netherlands during the sixteenth 
century. Fifteen thousand settled in the duchy of Jülich-Cleves-Berg alone.24 Many Lower 
Rhenish cities saw their populations expand considerably as a result of the refugees. Wesel’s 
population of 7,000 doubled in the 1570s.25 Likewise, Emden’s population nearly doubled at 
around the same time. Cologne grew by 1,500 in the 1570s, Aachen by approximately three 
thousand.26   
After the sack of Antwerp in 1576, the number of refugees in Cologne spiked 
considerably. Nevertheless, the Calvinists remained a minority population in the city of forty 
thousand. Most of the refugees were well-off businessmen, particularly skilled in the arena of 
textile manufacture.27 The refugees’ wealth and skill at crafts provided the impetus for the city 
magistrates to let them into the city.28 The economic benefits of living in a wealthy trade city like 
Cologne enticed many of the refugees fleeing the Netherlands. Despite trade disputes between 
the Netherlands and the city of Cologne in the 1560s and 1570s, and further interruptions owing 
 
23 Ibid., 106-108. 
 
24 Spohnholz, Tactics of Toleration, 28. 
 
25 Ibid., 28. 
 
26 Schilling, Niederländische Exulanten, 179. 
 
27 Ibid., 179. 
 




to conflicts in the Netherlands, the close economic ties continued into the seventeenth century.29 
Moreover, the arrival of the Dutch refugees profoundly altered the character of the preexisting 
Protestant community in Cologne. They brought pastors and schoolteachers. Most importantly, 
they brought the German-speaking Reformed congregation into the broader lower Rhenish 
community.30 Their influence is best seen in the Emden articles in 1571. 
 
29 Hans-Wolfgang Bergerhausen, Die Stadt Köln und die Reichsversammlungen im Konfessionellen Zeitalter: Ein 
Beitrag zur korporativen reichsständischen Politik 1555-1616 (Cologne: Kölnischer Geschichtsverin e.V., 1990), 
76. The trade disputes concerned primarily customs duties for passing ships. 
 




THE EMDEN ARTICLES: FOUNDATIONS OF THE SYNODAL NETWORK 
 The Acta synodi ecclesiarum Belgicarum represents the union of several distinct 
Reformed churches. Ministers and a few elders from Heidelberg, Emden, Wesel, Cologne, 
Aachen, Antwerp, Amsterdam, and others made their way to Emden for an assembly in early 
October 1571.31 For nine days French-speaking Walloons, Dutch-speaking Flemings, and 
German-speaking Rhinelanders worked together to create the foundation for their church-in-
exile.32 The document was originally written in Latin and later translated into Dutch (1571), 
French (1572), and German (1572). It contains fifty-three articles in the main body (Generalia), 
twenty-five ‘particular articles and questions’ (Particularia), and twenty-six articles that concern 
the establishment of the church’s organization (Synodalordnung).33 In this document the 
importance the refugees placed on effective organization is clear. A church organized to support 
its constituent members is a church well-disposed to overcome adversity.  
 In order to foster working together, the articles required that constituent churches meet 
with neighboring churches in a Classis assembly as needed, or at least every three to six 
 
31 Goeters, ed., Die Akten der Synode der Niederländischen Kirchen zu Emden, 88. 
 
32 Ibid., 9. The meeting was sponsored by William of Orange in response to his own political misfortunes by 1571. 
He hoped the synod would include an affirmation of the right of resistance against the Spanish and that the synod 
would extend an olive branch to potential Lutheran allies by acknowledging the Augsburg Confession. The 
preparations for the synod are discussed at the 3-4 July 1571 synod held at Bedburg. Eduard Simons, ed. 
Synodalbuch. Die Akten der Synoden und Quartierkonsistorien Jülich, Cleve und Berg: 1570-1610, (Neuwied: 
Heuser’sche Verlags-Druckerei, 1909), 69-72. The Emden synod did not ultimately endorse either the Augsburg 
Confession or the the right of resistance. See also Andrew Pettegree, Emden and the Dutch Revolt: Exile and the 
Development of Reformed Protestantism (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992), 181-187. 
 





months.34 Annual provincial synods and biannual regional synods existed to allow congregations 
to bring matters to the wider network.35 The Emden articles created four Classes. The first 
consisted of Frankfurt, Schonhöver, the Walloonish exiles in Heidelberg, Frankenthal, and St. 
Lamberts. The second contained Cologne, Aachen, Maastricht, Limbourg, Neuss, and the rest of 
the duchy of Jülich. The third hosted Wesel, Gennep, Goch, Emmerich, Rees and the territories 
of Cleve. The final Classis contained Emden, Brabant, Holland, and Westfriesland.36 
 Above the individual congregations and their consistories, the smallest unit of 
organization was the Classis.37 The Emden articles placed each congregation in a Classis. The 
Cologne congregation, for example, was placed in the Jülich Classis along with the 
congregations of Neuss, Aachen, Maastricht, Limbourg, and the duchy of Jülich.38 These Classis 
assemblies were primarily preoccupied with two things: concerns about doctrine and handling 
matters which pertain specifically to that Classis.39 Local concerns regarding church functions, 
the support of poorer members of their congregations and students, and other matters of import 
were regularly discussed at these meetings. Largely, the Classis served as the first tier in which a 
 
34 Ibid., 17-19. “Neben dieser versamblungh sollen deren genachbarten kirchen abgetheilte versamblungen zu allen 
drey oder sechs monaten nach deren kirchen gelegenheit und notturft gehalten werden.” 
 
35 Ibid., 18-19. “Darneben sollen alle jahr die verspreite kirchen durch Teutsch- und Ostfrießlandt unter sich, die 
Englische kirchen unter such und die kirchen, so unter dem creutz seindt, unter sich ihrer aller zusamenkompst 
halten.”  
 
36 Ibid., 18-19. “Quartier und gesundert zusammenkompst sollen anstellen und miteinanderen halten beyde 
Franckforter, Schonhöver, die welsche Heidelbergische, Franckendalische und St. Lamberts kirch. Im anderen 
quartier sollen . . . Collnische, beyde Aquinische, Trichtersche [Maastricht], Lymburische, Neusische und, die im 
furstenthumb Guilich kirchen seindt.”  
 




39 Ibid., 74-75. “Darnach soll der vorweser oder praeses, so durch gemeine mitstimmen der mitgesellen erwelt, nach 
beschloßenem gebet einen jederen fragen, . . . ob sie auch streit mit einigen ketzeren haben, ob sie einigen zweifel in 
puncten der lehr haben, ob auch der armen und schulen sorgh getragen wirt, ob sie auch zu verwaltungh ihrer 




beleaguered church could raise an issue and work towards a solution. For Cologne, the Jülich 
Classis became the primary mechanism by which much needed help could be requested and 
received.40 However, the Classis assembly also functioned as a space to discuss and decide upon 
issues which the individual congregations themselves could not resolve. After discussing these 
individual issues, the Classis then elected two ministers, two elders, and two deacons to 
represent them at the next provincial synod. The assembled members of the Classis then 
collectively decided upon the important points that should be brought up at the provincial synod. 
These were matters that either could not be decided upon at the Classis—some doctrinal matters, 
for example—or were matters that involved the entire provincial network.41 The provincial 
synod represents a higher tier in the network. It involved churches further abroad and for matters 
that required more support than the individual Classes could provide. While the geographical 
boundaries of provincial synods were not specifically defined, the provincial synod would 
involve multiple Classes. For example, if the Jülich Classis and the Cleve Classis were to 
organize a meeting, it would become a provincial synod. 
 At the provincial synod, those assembled were to bring their points, in writing, which 
would be collected and read aloud before the entire assembly. The gathered ministers, elders, and 
deacons then deliberated upon the matters brought by each Classis. Matters of doctrine were 
always discussed first, afterwards, the synod moved on to more mundane matters.42 
 
40 The Jülich Classis is also occasionally called the Cologne Classis. 
 
41 Ibid., 74-75, 77-79. “So sich in einer kirchen einiges quartiers etwas zutruge, daß in ihrem consistorio nicht 
verglichen könte werden, das soll in der zusamenkompst der quartier entschieden und erurtheilt werden, davon man 
auch an den provincialsynodum appellieren magh.” (De Classis Conventibus, article 3) “Und soll nichtz beschrieben 
werden, dan was man in den consistorien und quatierten zusamenkompsten nicht hat entscheiden können oder was 
zu den samptlichen kirchen gehorigh, damit die provincialische zusamenkompsten mit unnötigen fragen nicht 






Congregations were responsible for distributing the decisions made at each provisional synod to 
their respective congregations.43 Furthermore, given the potential expense of travel for the 
ministers, elders, and deacons, all members of each Classis were specified to fund those sent on 
their behalf, rather than force the individuals to pay for the trip themselves.44  
Any matter which the provincial synod could not resolve went to the general synod, 
which involved all Classes.45 The Dutch church organized the general synod along the same 
lines as the provincial synods. Two ministers, two elders, and two deacons, selected from those 
present at the provincial assembly represented each province. The general synod discussed only 
matters which pertained to the entire network.46 Consequently, they tended to primarily center 
around doctrinal issues rather than the particulars of any given congregation. The Emden articles 
remained the foundational document for church organization along the lower Rhine until the 
Synod at Duisburg in 1610.47 
 
42 Ibid., 78-81. “Gleichfalls soll er [the president of the meeting] die instructionen und befehlen, schriftlich verfasset, 
alle nach demn anderen ordentlich vortragen, der gantzer versamblungh urtheil erfragen, die suffragia und 
mitstimmen versamblen und die meinungh des mehren und recht fulenden theils außlegen, und der schreiben 
verfaßen und also underscheidentlich lessen, daß dieselbe meinungh durch aller miteinstimmungh probiert und 
gelebt werde.” (De provincialibus synodis, article 3). “Erstlich soll gelesen und underschiedlich beschrieben werden, 
was zu der lehr, darnach waß zu der kirchen discipline gehörigh, darnach die particular thaten.” (De provincialibus 
synodis, article 4).  
 
43 Ibid., 81-83. “Alle articul, alßbalt sie gesatzt und schriftlich verfaßet, sollen wider gelesen werden, uff das sie von 
allen gelobt und underschrieben werden, welcher ein jeder kirch ein copey oder exemplar, von dem president und 
schreiben unterschrieben, forderen soll, damit es in einer jeder kirchen consistorio gelesen werde.” 
44 Ibid., 84-85. “Die von den quartierten abgesandt werden, sollen uff eines jederen quartiers kosten darbei sein.” 
 
45 The general synod is sometimes called a national synod. 
 
46 Ibid., 84-87. “Dasselb wie obgemelt, [the aforementioned articles] soll auch in den generalsynoden observiert und 
gehalten werden, darzu kommen und beysein sollen diener und eltesten nicht von den quatierten kirche, sonderen 
den provincien, erwelt und gesant mit zeugnußbriefen und befehlen, die lehr, disciplin, und sonderlicht thaten, so in 
den provincialen beikompsten nicht haben können entschieden werden, betreffendt oder allen kirchen angehen.” 
 
47 Benedict, Christ’s Churches Purely Reformed, 210. By 1610, the influence of the Dutch had waned significantly 
in the lower Rhenish churches. At the same time, the network had expanded to the duchy of Berg and Mark. Thus, 
the Synod of Duisberg in 1610 unified the churches in Jülich, Cleve, Berg, and Mark in a single general synod, 




This allowed for remarkable flexibility in the Dutch and German congregations. Mutual 
aid could be rendered at a large or a small scale for struggling churches or provinces as the need 
arose. Frequent meetings allowed each church to keep well-informed about the other churches 
throughout the network in all matters relating to doctrine, heresy, and anything else a 
congregation might need. The congregations were encouraged to write to each other often for 
this reason. The constant contact aided those in areas such as Cologne where the churches faced 
persecution.48 Thus, the Emden articles were a foundational document for both the 
congregations-in-exile and the native Reformed churches. It provided a platform which 
connected not only neighboring congregations with others in their individual regions, but also to 
a wider network of churches even beyond the Empire’s borders. The congregations gave 
themselves every opportunity to enlist support as wide as the situation warranted. As we shall 
soon see, this support was well-utilized, and indeed crucial for the congregation in Cologne.
 
48 Goeters, ed., Die Akten der Synode der Niederländischen Kirchen zu Emden, 44-45. “Es ist auch sehr nutzlich, die 
verbindungh der kirchen miteinander also zu sein, das je eine der anderen oft schreibe, was ihro zu erhaltung und 
wachsung der gemeinden etlicher besonderer kirchen nötigh zu bedunckt, und also mit namen die ketzer, 
abtrunnigen, huerlingk [in Latin and French, mercenaries], leufer und andere deßgleichen schädliche leute anzeigen, 




TRANSLATION AND DISSEMENATION OF THE EMDEN ARTICLES 
On 17 March 1572, members of the German-speaking Reformed consistory in Cologne 
expressed their desire to receive the Emden articles in order to discuss whether they would sign 
them.49 It was the first mention of the Emden articles in their consistorial records and the 
beginning of the long-running conversation between the German-speaking consistory in 
Cologne, the Classis, and the regional synod to ensure adherence to the dictates of the articles. 
By examining the process by which the Cologne congregation gradually accepted the Emden 
Articles, we can see an impactful example of how the network navigated disputes within its own 
ranks.  
For the first order of business, the articles needed translating into German. Taking the 
initiative, the Cologne congregation utilized the synodal network to find a suitable translator. On 
behalf of the congregation, Johannes Christianus, a minister at Aachen, requested that Carl von 
Wierdt, a clerk in Randerath, translate the document.50 Carl von Wierdt finished his efforts by 
the summer 1572.51  
Despite this translation, the congregation in Cologne continued to dither around the 
decision of whether or not accept the articles. In response to their indecision, the Classis 
assembly in Randerath held on 1 July decided that the Cologne church must have the articles 
 
49 Simons ed., Kölnische Konsistorial-Beschlüsse, 36. 
 
50 Ibid., 38. “Beschlossen, das Johannes Christianus Carolum vom Weyrdt gerichtschriebern zu Randeraidt, umb die 
übersetzung der Embdischen artikeln ansprechen soll, und begeren dieselbige für die gemeind zu Collen zu 
erlangen.” From the consistorial meeting held 29 April 1572. 
 




signed at the latest by the following assembly.52 Nevertheless, the Cologne congregation 
remained obstinate and refused to do so by the provincial synod held at Aachen that November. 
The synod requested advice on the matter from Heidelberg and specifically exhorted minister 
Petrus Pedius to sign.53 The congregation’s reticence to sign the Emden articles is somewhat 
surprising. While the consistorial minutes offer no explanation, the fifth article of the Randerath 
assembly gives us a clue. Evidently, the Cologne church regarded the articles as unchristian.54 
Unfortunately, the synodal book gives no further details beyond that tantalizing notion. 
Similarly, it likewise seems clear that Petrus Pedius had reservations about the articles, 
considering that the exhortation of the synod named him specifically. Whatever the case, by 7 
July 1573, the assembly at Birkesdorf ordered that the Emden articles be written into the Jülich 
province’s synodal book.55  
While neither the consistorial minutes nor the synodal book indicate when exactly the 
Cologne congregation signed the Emden articles, it is clear that the congregation had been 
following its contents throughout the contentious period. For example, per the dictates of the 
articles, the Dutch and German congregations in Cologne met regularly.56 By at least 6 April 
 
 
52 Simons, ed. Synodalbuch, 79. “Ferner beschlossen, daß auf negsten conventus, der sei classicus oder provincialis, 
die underschribung der Cölnischen kirchen geschehen soll.” 
53 Ibid., 83-84. “Beschlossen, daß Johannes Christianus im namen des synodi an D. Casparium Olevianum und auch 
an Casparum von der Heiden schrieben soll, ires rats zu pflegen der Cölnischer gemeind halben, die sich itziger zeit 
weigert, die articul der Embdischen generalsynodi zu underschreiben . . . und sunst Petrum Pedium vermanen zu 
unterschreiben.” Caspar Olevian was a professor of theology at the university of Heidelberg. Petrus Pedius seems 
also to sometimes go by Petrus von Tetz. 
 
54 Ibid., 79. “[W]eil sie die articul anders nicht als christlich bekent, sol sei auch schuldig sein, sie zu 
underschriben.” 
 
55 Ibid., 88. “Es sollen auch die ordnung disses classici conventus und die Embdischen acta, beiden teutsch und 
latein . . . in das sinodibuch geschrieben werden.” The other ordinance mentioned here is the 1573 Synodal 
Ordinance which will be discussed below. 
 




1575, the Cologne congregation had almost certainly signed the Emden articles. At that synod, in 
response to a question asked by the Cologne congregation, the synod told the Cologne consistory 
to follow the decisions of the Emden articles with a specific reference to article forty-two.57 
Unless the congregation both had a copy of the articles by this point, and had signed on to them, 
this recommendation makes little sense. Furthermore, the Cologne church protested in favor of 
the Emden articles on behalf of the entire Classis at the national synod of Dordrecht on 5 May 
1578.58 Thus, it seems safe to say that, at least by 1575, and certainly by 1578, the Cologne 
church had resolved their issues with the Emden articles and had signed on.  
However, one further piece of the puzzle may be the Synodal Ordinance of July 1573 
created by the Classis assembly held at Birkesdorf. Applicable to all foreign and secret 
congregations in the Jülich province, the 1573 Synodal Ordinance resembled the Emden articles 
in many ways.59 Like the Emden articles, the Synodal Ordinance reinforced the rule that 
ministers who come to synodal assemblies must bring a credential letter and written instructions 
from their respective consistories.60 Similarly, the Synodal Ordinance reiterated that those sent to 
the synodal assemblies should have their expenses covered by the participating churches.61 The 
 
57 Simons, ed., Synodalbuch, 109-110. 
 
58 Goeters, ed., Die Akten der Synode der Niederländischen Kirchen zu Emden, 102. “Der Protest der Kölner Classis 
an die Dordrechter Synode von 1578 illustriert, daß man sich am Niederrhein der Revision der Emder 
Kirchenordnung sogar entschieden widersetzte.” For their complete protest, see F. L. Rutgers, ed. Acta van de 
Nederlandsche Synoden der zestiende eeuw, (Utretch: Kemink & Zoon, 1889), 310-313.  
 
59 Simons, ed., Synodalbuch, 58. “Die kirchen zu diesem classe gehörig seind diese: alle einheimische und fremde 
gemeine: Achen, Coln, Nuß. Dusseldorff, Bonn, Sibuch und der umbliegenden örten und die im fürstendum Gülich 
und stift Colen, zwischen Maß und Rheinn gelegen.”  
 
60 Ibid., 59 “Die diener, so in den synodum kommen, sollen von ihrer gemein zeugnus oder credenzbrief, auch ihre 
instruction mit allen umstend fleissig gestalt haben und ein jeder teil besunders geschrieben und mit des consistorii 
siegel oder von den anderen consistorialen underschreiben und mit des consistorii siegel oder von den anderen 
consistoriialen underschreiben, welche nach dem synodo sollten zerrissen oder verbrennet werden.”  
 




Synodal Ordinance reinforced the Belgic Confession as the normative confession for the church. 
It furthermore ensured that all constituent members have a copy of the recently translated 
document.62 The form and function of the synodal meetings—be they Classis assemblies, 
provincial synods, or general synods, mirrored those of the Emden articles.63 Moreover, clauses 
in the Synodal Ordinance echoed the desire to keep matters in each tier of the church network 
relevant by reinforcing the restriction that matters brought before either the Classis, provincial 
synod, or general synod pertain to matters larger than simple local affairs.64 
That said, there existed differences as well. For example, compared to the Emden articles, 
the 1573 Synodal Ordinance was much more concerned with matters of security for the secret 
communities.  The synodal meetings were kept mostly secret and the letters of credential and 
instructions from the consistories were expected to be burned or torn up after each meeting.65 
Considering the rather vigorous efforts of the Cologne magistracy to oust the Reformed 
churches, it is not altogether surprising that the Synodal Ordinance contained some mention of 
security.66 It likewise bears mentioning that security measures forced the Dutch congregation to 
 
62 Ibid., 61-62. “In synodo soll die bekantnus des glaubens der Nederlandschen kirchen sein, . . . alle tiener und, die 
sunst fur und nach zum kirchendienst berufen worden, underschriben.” Article 22. The Randerath synod held 1 July 
1572 ordered Carl von Weirdt to translate the Belgic Confession into German. The Belgic Confession was, of 
course, the Dutch Reformed confession of faith. 
 
63 Ibid., 62-63. Articles 24, 25, 26, and 29. 
 
64 Ibid., 62. “In synodo soll nit angenommen werden, was zu anderen classen gehört, dan mit deren willen und 
begeren.” Article 31. 
 
65 Ibid., 59. “Die diener, so in den synodum kommen, sollen von ihrer gemein zeugnus oder credenzbrief, auch ihre 
instruction mit allen umstend fleissig gestalt haben und ein jeder teil besunders geschrieben und mit des consistorii 
siegel oder von den anderen consistorialen underschreiben und mit des consistorii siegel oder von den anderen 
consistoriialen underschreiben, welche nach dem synodo sollten zerrissen oder verbrennet werden.” Of course, this 
is not to say that the Emden articles do not dwell on the security of secret churches at all, but it does not feature 
heavily in the main body of the text. 
 
66 For example, in 1570, the Cologne magistracy imposed an expulsion edict on all recently arrived foreign refugees. 




hold their secret meetings on ships on the river Rhine.67 Nevertheless, given the similarity in 
language and content, it is clear that the Emden articles provided the basis for the 1573 Synodal 
Ordinance. The Classis assembly produced the ordinance amid the struggle to get the Cologne 
church to sign on to the Emden articles. Furthermore, following the 1573 Synodal Ordinance, it 
appears the synod made no further issue regarding the Cologne church’s obstinacy in either the 
consistorial or synodal records. Therefore, it seems likely that the Synodal Ordinance helped to 
resolve the hesitancy of the Cologne church to sign the Emden articles. In other words, the 
Classis tier of the network stepped in to address a specific concern held by the Cologne 
congregation and provided a solution through compromise. What is most striking about the 
translation and dissemination of the Emden articles is how involved the entire Classis was at 
every step of the process. From contacting a translator outside of their own consistory through an 
intermediary from another congregation, to the combined efforts of the entire province to craft an 
Ordinance to mitigate some of the Emden article’s short comings, the network of Reformed 
churches played a decisive role in the propagation of these foundational articles. Thus, the 
synodal network not only provided an avenue for translating documents, it also proved capable 
of mediating intra-network disputes. What remains to be seen, however, is just how and why 
these articles themselves were meaningful. For that, we will turn our focus to the German-
speaking Cologne congregation from 1572 to 1582.
 
 
67 Dietrich Grütjen, “Die Niederländische Reformierte Schiffergemeinde vor Köln,” Monatsheft für Evangelische 





CHURCH PLANTING: AID FOR THE COLOGNE CHURCH (1570-1582) 
In many respects, Cologne was a surprising place for a Reformed community to call 
home. Concerned primarily with the preservation of civic independence from the ever-
encroaching Elector-Archbishop, the city council relied heavily on good relations with the 
Catholic Habsburg emperors.68 As a result, the council and the University of Cologne worked 
diligently to suppress the flow of Reformation ideas.69 They were not uniformly successful at 
doing so. The Devotio Moderna and a tiny Lutheran community both took hold in the city during 
the 1540s.70 Nevertheless, until the 1560s, the city magistracy’s vigorous persecution of 
individuals who sought to bring about the Reformation prevented these groups from gaining any 
traction.71 When Reformed refugees began to arrive in 1568, they brought with them the element 
missing from the struggling protestant communities in Cologne. The synodal network established 
by the Emden articles provided the network necessary to keep the native Reformed community 
alive during the ‘church-planting’ phase between 1570 and 1582. Mutual aid and solidarity 
 
68 Scribner, “Why was there no Reformation in Cologne,” 218; Hans-Wolfgang Bergerhausen, Die Stadt Köln und 
die Reichsversammlungen im Konfessionellen Zeitalter: Ein Beitrag zur korporativen reichsständischen Politik 
1555-1616 (Cologne: Kölnischer Geschichtsverin e.V., 1990), 23-24. See also Siegfried Hermle, “Keine Chance für 
Luther – Vergebliche Reformationsimpulse in Köln bis 1530.” Monatsheft für Evangelische Kirchengeschichte des 
Rheinlandes 68 (2019): 1-28. For more on the need of Imperial Free Cities for Habsburg support in the struggle for 
civic independence, see Thomas Brady, Turning Swiss: Cities and Empire, 1450-1550, (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1985). 
 
69 Scribner, “Why was there no Reformation in Cologne,” 230-232, 237-240. 
 
70 Manfred Groten, “Die Devotio modenra in Köln und am Niederrehin. Kirchengeschichtliche Aspekte der 
Zentralortfunktion Köln sim Spätmittelalter,” in Dieter Geuenich ed., Köln und die Niederrheinlande in ihren 
historischen Raumbeziehungen (15.—20. Jahrhundert), (Pulheim: Rheinland Verlag, 2000), 29-40; Manfred Groten, 
“Evangelische in Köln im Jahre 1545,: Monatshefte für Kirchengeschichte des Rheinlandes 35 (1986) 19-23. 
 




primarily flowed towards the Cologne congregation during these years. The community returned 
the favor to their co-religionists after the conversion of the archbishop in the early 1580s. Indeed, 
even within the congregation itself, mutual aid proved to be a critical component in keeping the 
church together. Through petitions, the exchange of ministers, and support for the poor and 
imprisoned congregants, the synodal network showed its efficacy in assisting the Cologne 
congregation in essential matters. 
Even before the synod at Emden, petitions and letters of support constituted a large part 
of the aid provided to the persecuted church in Cologne. The Cologne congregation and other 
communities operating in the Jülich province were no strangers to edicts against them. In 1567, 
Duke William V of Jülich-Cleves-Berg issued a stern mandate against foreign preachers in 
response to the influx of Dutch refugees entering his lands.72 The mandate made it clear that 
Duke William was no friend to the Reformed.73 The Cologne magistracy likewise were 
temporary ‘friends’ at best. In response to a Spanish edict which forbade Dutch students from 
attending the city’s university, the city council decreed in summer 1570 that the nearly 2,000 
Dutch Reformed refugees had to leave.74 The edict demanded that all refugees who had arrived 
since 1566 must leave the city by mid-August.75  
 
72 Emil Sehling, Eike Wolgast, Sabine Arend ed., “Mandat gegen fremde Prediger,” in Die Evangleichsen 
Kirchenordnungen des XVI. Jahrhunderts: Einundzwangizgster Band Nordrhein-Westfalen I, (Tübingen: Mohr 
Siebeck, 2015), Volume 21, 97-98. 
 
73 Ibid., p. 97. “Zudem, so jemandt von den ingekommenen, der were fraw oder mann . . . widerthauffischen, 
calvinischen order andernn sectenn anhengig… das dieselbigen gleichsfals von dannen weichen und an solicher 
örter, dae sie gelitten werden mochten, sich begebenn.” 
 
74 Bergerhausen, Der Stadt Köln, 151-152; Simons ed., Kölnische Konsistorial-Beschlüsse, 25-26. See also 
Schilling, Niederländische Exulanten, 59-65. Another primary factor involved in the decision to expel the refugees 
centered around their impact on the Cologne economy. Many of the refugees were relatively wealthy merchants 
involved in the textile trade.  
 
75 Edikt des Rates gegen die fremden Akatholiken – 1570 August, Best. 45 Reformation – 1522-1824, A35 (Kölner 




In response, the Cologne refugee congregation contacted nearby churches across the 
Jülich province.76 They also reached further abroad and appealed to the princes, electors, and 
free cities who adhered to the Augsburg Confession. The princes and electors, as well as some 
other estates, interceded on the refugee congregation’s behalf at the Diet of Speyer in 1570.77 
The refugee congregation’s petition emphasized that the expulsion edict was nothing short of 
arbitrary. As citizens and residents of Cologne, they argued that the city should be constrained in 
this regard.78 Since they had not broken any laws, they could not be expelled from the city 
without recourse owed to them as citizens.79 Furthermore, they emphasized their concern that the 
Duke of Alva remained interested in hunting them down. The refugee congregation took great 
care to clarify that they had not fled the Netherlands because of criminality. Rather, they fled by 
necessity because of the well-known tyranny and bloodlust of the duke of Alva.80 In short, they 
were keen to show that they had been expelled merely because of their religion. Furthermore, 
they emphasized not only the creedal similarities between their confession (the Belgic) and their 
audiences’ (Augsburg), but that they themselves were adherents of the Augsburg Confession. It 
bears mentioning that this attempt to claim legal legitimacy through adherence to a confessional 
statement typically associated with Lutherans came with significant caveats. When the Reformed 
claimed to be adherents to the Augsburg Confession, they referred not to the 1530 original, but a 
 
76 That is, the Dutch-speaking Reformed congregation. 
 
77 Teschenmacher, Annales Ecclesiastici, 309. They appealed to the electors of the Rhine and Saxony, the princes of 
Zweibrücken, Hesse, the Imperial Cities of Augsburg, Nüremburg, and Frankfurt to name a few.  
 
78 Ibid., 310-11. Or rather, that is breaks with how the city normally treats its citizens. “Daß nun dieser Statt Burger 
und Eingesessene furnembste und höchste Freyheit, dass niemand dan durch ordentlich Recht und einer überzeugter 
oder bekanter Unthat halber aus der Cöln sol genötig und verwiesen werden,” 
 
79 Ibid., 311. 
 
80 Ibid., 311, 312 “Dies können wir aber euer Gnaden mit gutem Geissen verischeren, daß wir keiner übelthat . . . 





later 1540 modification known as the Variata. In an attempt to bridge the gap between 
increasingly polarized Eucharistic views in the burgeoning Protestant movement, Philip 
Melanchthon altered the text of the Augsburg Confession regarding real presence. Whereas the 
original acknowledged that Christ was truly present in the bread and wine, Melancthon’s changes 
opened a space for a more spiritual, less transubstantial view.81 The Reformed congregation in 
Cologne could accept the Variata on these grounds and employed it here to enjoy the privileges 
theoretically afforded to them by the Peace of Augsburg in 1555. However controversial such a 
claim was, they also argued that all agreed on the validity of the Apostolic, Nicene, Athanasian, 
and Chalcedonian creeds. Reaching out to the city itself, they further claimed they held those 
ancient creeds in common with the Catholics expelling them.82 Evidently, these arguments were 
persuasive as many of the princes to whom the refugee congregation sent their petition agreed to 
intercede on their behalf.83 The Emperor rejected both petitions and consequently confirmed the 
city council’s ability to persecute its religious minorities.84 Nevertheless, neither the Dutch nor 
German congregations’ stories ended at the Diet of Speyer. 
Four years later, the provincial synod held at Bedburg in July sent a request for aid from 
the Elector Palatine.85 At the behest of the Dutch congregation in Cologne, the synod decided 
that the German congregation in Cologne should send a letter to Frederick III.  The proposed 
wedding between Philip Ludwig and Duke William V of Jülich-Cleves-Berg’s daughter, Anna 
 
81 Benedict, Christ’s Churches Purely Reformed, 74-75. 
 
82 Ibid., 312. 
 
83 Ibid., 317-318 
 
84 Ibid., 319-320; Bergerhausen, Die Stadt Köln, 153. 
 




had potentially grave implications.86 While this marriage would have lasting consequences for 
the future of the region, the Dutch congregation’s concern centered around the anti-Calvinist 
policies of both princes.87 The union of two Lutheran opponents to the Reformed faith could only 
bring poor tidings for the churches in Jülich province. The choice of Frederick III was no 
coincidence, either. The Elector Palatine had been a practicing Calvinist since 1561.88 Selecting 
Petrus Dathenus, the Elector Palatine’s court preacher, as an intermediary, the synod hoped that 
the elector could help protect them.89 On 18 July 1574 Petrus Pedius, the minister of the German-
speaking congregation, sent the letter on behalf of the synod.90 While Frederick III did send a 
letter on behalf of the congregation to Duke William, nothing seems to have come of it.91 
The synod sent a further request for aid at the behest of many congregations to Frederick 
III the following year.92 The synod again utilized the Cologne congregation’s Palatine contacts in 
responding to a ducal edict from March 1575. The edict forbade those who took communion in 
 
86 Ibid., 98. “Auf furgeben der Nidderlendischer kirchen zu Cöln, obs ratsam sei, ein pittlich schreibens an den 
Churfürsten Pfaltz zu tun von wegen des synodi, daß ihre C. F. G. den Fürsten von Gulich fürpittlich anhalten 
wollen auf der anstehender hochzeit, so zwischen dem von Zweenbrücken [Zweibrücken] und ihrer F. G. dochter 
furhanden, dass die kirchen in ihre F.G. landen im fürstentumb Gulich und sunst freiheit möchten haben und 
wohnen und nicht also übel von den amptleuten und bevelchhabern nach ausgagenenem edict gehalten werden?” 
The proposed marriage was not between Zweibrücken and Jülich-Cleves-Berg as the synodal book has written, 
which took place in 1578, but rather refers to the marriage between Anna and Philip Ludwig of Pfalz-Neuburg. See 
also Simons, ed., Kölnische Konsistorial-Beschlüsse, 74. 
 
87 Ibid.  For the lasting implications see also Alison Deborah Anderson, On the Verge of War: International 
Relations and the Jülich-Kleve Succession Crises (1604-1614), (Boston: Humanities Press, Inc., 1999). 
 
88 Brady, German Histories, 239. 
 
89 Simons, ed., Synodalbuch, 98. “—ist beschlossen, daß die Colnische gemein, angesehen inhen bewust, wie an 
solche herren zu schreiben, in namen des synodi ein pittlich schreiben, wie obges, stellen willen, welches dem herrn 
Datheno zugestalt sol [und] durch ein besunder schreiben gebetet werden, daß [er] dem Churfürsten auf gefallen 
seinen und anderer gottseligen dasselbig uberantworten und ubergeben wolle.” 
 
90 Simons, ed., Kölnische Konsistorial-Beschlüsse, 74. “Di. Pedius soll das schriben an den churf. Pfalz durch d. Jan 
Step. Beschicken.” 
 
91 Ibid. See footnote 3. “Schon vor der Hochzeit schrieb der Kurfürst in dem gewünschten Sinne an den Herzog.” 
 




the Lutheran or Calvinist manner from being buried in consecrated places.93 The synod decided 
to send a letter both to Duke William V and also to Frederick III.94 They hoped to both keep 
Frederick III informed about the situation on the Lower Rhine and hoped that he would write to 
Duke William V on their behalf to lift the edict.95  
Thus, for matters which required help from outside the province, both the Cologne 
consistory and the Jülich province as a whole could rely on support from protestant princes, 
especially the Calvinist Elector Palatine. Through various intermediaries such as Petrus 
Dathenus, the Cologne congregation and their allies could expect a sympathetic princely ear. 
Indeed, noble support remained an important aspect throughout the congregation’s history. 
Furthermore, we see an example of interregional Calvinist solidarity through the synodal 
network by using petitions to try and protect their interests. While princely appeals did not 
always mean success, as the above examples indicate, they do emphasize the point that both 
congregations had powerful friends on whom they could call. Nevertheless, the network of 
Reformed churches provided more than simply an avenue for support through petition. The 
synodal network also provided ministers to congregations in need. 
In November 1571, the Cologne city magistracy placed minister Heinrich Roland 
Velheim under arrest.96 The immediate synodal response was to send Johannes Christianus as an 
 
93 Ibid. “Auf angeben etlicher gemeinden, umb ein schreiben zu stellen an den Pfaltzgrafen für die arme betrengte 
christen sampt einer supplication, ist beschlossen, daß die burgerliche gemein Coln ein schreiben neben einer 
supplication uf Heidelbeg an Dathenum stellen sollen, darein sie diesen stand dieser Nidderlendischen kirchen, so in 
dem furstenumb Gulich, Cleff, und Bergh gelegen, anzeigen, damit der Pfaltzgraf ersucht werden möge, an den 
fursten von Guilich und an furstlichte gnaden rate besunders zu schreiben, daß doch angefangene execution über die 
christen gelindert oder abgeschafft werden.” 
 








interim leader for the congregation. However, by 20 April 1572, the Cologne consistory had 
already decided to send word to Heidelberg for a new minister.97 While they would have to wait 
until the Classis assembly at Randerrath in July for authorization to send their letter, the 
congregation sought a viable alternative.98  Shortly after conveying their desire to contact 
Heidelberg, interim minister Johannes Christianus gave his suggestion. Petrus Pedius, formerly 
minister of Bedburg, seemed a fine candidate to take over Velheim’s vacant post.99 By October, 
the consistory confirmed Pedius as minister in Cologne. Furthermore, they sent him to the 
Classis assembly at Aachen to speak on their behalf.100 On 2 November 1572, after exhorting 
Pedius to sign the Emden articles, the assembly at Aachen also requested that he take over as the 
minister for the Neuss congregation in addition to his duties in Cologne.101 Pedius served as sole 
minister of the Cologne congregation until 1578, when the consistory confirmed Johannes 
Badius as their minister.102 Furthermore, Petrus Pedius frequently attended both Classis 
assemblies and regional synods in order to represent the Cologne church.103 The consistory 
 
97 Ibid., 30, 37. “Item beschlossen, das consistorium nach der erster gelegenheit an den kirchenraidt zu Heidelbergh 
umb einen diener des worts zubekommen, schreiben soll.” 
 
98 Simons, ed., Synodalbuch, 80. “Auf gliche pitt deren von Cöln . . . ist beschlossen: weil keine ministry ledig noch 
vorhanden, soll von wegen dieses consistorii an den Heidelbergschen kirchenrat geschriben und umb einen diner 
mitzuteilen gebetwen werden.” This is from the synod held at Randerath on 1 July 1572. 
 
99 Simons, ed., Kölnische Konsistorial-Beschlüsse, 38. “Beschlossen das Petrus vom Titz durch Johannem 
Christianum . . . soll angesprochen werden und vermant, das er zeitlang biss auf den nehesten synodum, oder siner 
selbe gelegenheit nach, der gemeind zu Cöllen furstehen wolle.” Petrus vom Titz is another name for Petrus Pedius. 
 
100 Simons, ed., Kölnische Konsistorial-Beschlüsse, 43. “Item auch beslossen, dat d. Pettrus Pedius von wegen diser 
gemeindt auf das synodum of classicum conuentum zo Aich mit eynem credenza verreisen sail.” 
 
101 Simons, ed., Synodalbuch, 84. “Dweil die bruder von Neuß umb einen diener des wortz angehalten, ist 
beschlossen, daß man an die gemeind von Collen schreiben soll, daß sie bewilligen, daß durch ihren diener der 
gemein von Neuß gedient werde.” 
 
102 Ibid., 143-144. “Item hat d. Jo. Badius, seinem oertlichen beruf nach, verheissung gethain, der kirchen Jesu 






honored him—along with several other members of the congregation—for his service on 13 
February 1580 after the magistracy drove him out of the city.104  
 Like Pedius, Johannes Badius also came from outside the congregation. Indeed, before he 
became the minister of the Cologne congregation in 1578, Badius had served as a teacher at a 
Reformed Alsatian knightly academy under Frederick III.105 However, the situation in the 
Palatinate changed following the death of Frederick III in 1576. Louis VI was no Calvinist and 
began to remove the Reformed teachers at academic postings in his territory.106 Unwilling to 
convert to Lutheranism, Johannes Badius found himself out of his academic position in 1577. 
Fortunately for him, that summer, the congregation sent him a letter to see if he might be 
interested in becoming the minister of their congregation.107 In early October, the congregation 
received their answer. Badius accepted and left the Palatinate as a refugee himself.108 By 12 
January 1578, Badius arrived in Cologne and assumed responsibility as co-minister of the 
congregation.109 Johannes Badius also represented the community at many Classis assemblies 
 
103 Simons, ed., Synodalbuch, 84, 107, 138, 142. To name a few examples, Petrus Pedius was present at meetings 
held 2 November 1572 at Aachen, 6 April 1575 at Aachen, 9 April 1578 at Bedburg, and 8 October 1578 at 
Bedburg, respectively.  
 
104 Simons, ed., Kölnische Konsistorial-Beschlüsse, 166. “Pedii zu gedenken.” See also p. 163-177. The impetuous 
for this seems to have been the arrest of Heinrich Huckel which is discussed further below. 
 
105 Ibid., 132. 
 
106 Benedict, Christ’s Churches Purely Reformed, 216. 
 
107 Simons, ed. Kölnische Konsistorial-Beschlüsse, 132. “Item noch is beschloissen, dass man einen boten sal 
aberkomen, den man auf Celtz [Selz in Alsace] verchifcht auf koesten der kirchen, und den thener hirhein zu 
beroifen, und ist Keuffeler und Kop mit einem zu handelen des lants halben aufterlagt, und man sall das gelt vom 
dinstgelt genomen.” 
 
108 Ibid., 137. “Item belagende unser schriben ain d. Johannen Badium . . . hat er sich, nach vurgehender excusation, 
zu lest gegen uns schriftlich erkleirt, und den vurgelangten beoif in Gottes namen aingenomen, und sich also der 
kirchen ain dissem ort versprochen, und wolle sich, so balt er seines dinstes beurlauft, ain stunt hirin verfoegen.” 
 
109 Ibid., 143-144. “Item hat d. Jo. Badius, seinem oertlichen beruf nach, verheissung gethain, der kirchen Jesu 




and regional synods and serving as president of the meeting on several occasions.110 He dutifully 
served the Cologne congregation and the regional synod until his arrest in April 1590 while 
giving a sermon in a congregant’s house.111 He remained imprisoned only a short while. Johann 
Casimir of Pfalz-Simmern, a well-known Palatinate Calvinist adventurer who had previously 
intervened on behalf of the French Huguenots, interceded. Johannes Badius was released and 
exiled from the city.112 
In the example of Petrus Pedius and Johannes Badius we can see that the leadership of 
the congregation was provided by the synodal network. Johannes Badius, himself a refugee from 
the Palatinate, ultimately proved quite influential at the synodal meetings. Each time he appeared 
between 1578 and 1582, those present elected him as either president or assessor. Furthermore, 
we can see from Pedius’ example the expectations placed on the minister to serve not only their 
own congregation, but also nearby congregations who lack a minister but were part of the 
synodal network. Pedius’ duties to the congregation in Cologne did not preclude him from taking 
over as minister in Neuss.  
The Cologne consistory also collected tithes on behalf of the poor and imprisoned 
congregants. In times of need, the Cologne church relied upon the synodal network to make up 
the difference. Likewise, they were expected to contribute to the alms boxes of their neighboring 
co-religionists in these matters as well. The consistory’s deacons largely handled the 
 
110 Simons, ed., Synodalbuch, 145-166. Badius served as president at the following meetings between 1578-1582: 13 
April 1580 at Bedbug, 5 October 1580 at Bedburg, 11 October 1581 at Bedburg, 10 October 1582 at Bedburg.   
 
111 Simons, ed., Kölnische Konsistorial-Beschlüsse, 350. “Den 5. aprilis ao. 90 ist, Gott sei es geklagt, der fromme 
teuerer man Johannes Badius verrathen und gefenklich durch die gewaltrichter eingezogen worden: er ist in Heinrich 
Kunen hauss um 10 uhren vormittag in seiner predigt angriffen und uf Franckenthorn gefuhrt worden, Gott wolle 
ihn gnediglich erledigen.” Badius’ arrest and his ensuing interrogation by Caspar Ulenberg is discussed in greater 
detail below. 
 
112 Ibid., 351. “Den 12. aprilis ist unser frater Badius seiner gefengknuss erledigt und freigeben worden.” Johann 




congregation’s funds. Heinrich Mettman, who served as deacon in 1572 and elder in 1573, was a 
steady presence at nearly every consistorial meeting between 1572 and 1580. He managed the 
congregation’s alms box for much of the 1570s.113 Through the collection of tithes, the 
congregation provided some poor relief to a nearby church in Mülheim in 1573.114 The 
consistorial minutes do not mention why Mülheim required aid.115 Nevertheless, it shows that the 
congregation remained very interested in helping their coreligionists despite the hardships they 
faced themselves. The consistory often gave money to provide succor to sick congregants.116 The 
congregation also subsidized several young members of the foreign (that is, either the Dutch or 
the Walloonish) congregation in Cologne.117  
The alms box also provided a flexible vehicle for the distribution of necessary aid in 
addition to its traditional role in providing poor relief to congregants in need. At the Classis 
assembly held at Birckestoff in December 1571, the assembly decided that ministers could be 
supported through the alms box in times of need. Furthermore, they also decided that money set 
aside for ministers, dienstgeld, could likewise be used to support congregants when 
 
113 Ibid., 71. Starting in 1574, he even kept the key to the alms box. “Den slossel von der armenbussen im 
consistorio hat Metman jetzund emfangen.”  
 
114 Ibid., 50. “Item noch ist beschlossen, dass man sich des armen zo Mulhem sal ainnemen, und im etzliche steur 
laissen zokomen.” 
 
115 Anderson, On the Verge of War, 142-152. Many Protestants who were expelled ended up in Mülheim after their 
expulsion. While today, it is a city district within the municipality of Cologne, in the sixteenth-century, Mülheim 
was a town in its own right. It became a center for dispute between Pfalz-Neuberg and Brandenburg in the build up 
to the Jülich Succession Crisis in the early seventeenth-century. Building on the exiles and refugees present, the 
Hohenzollern administrator, Margrave Ernst von Hohenzollern tried to build the city up into a ‘counter-Cologne’ 
with expanded toleration for Protestants. The effort proved short-lived as Wolfgang Wilhelm destroyed the city’s 
fortifications on 5 March 1614.  
 
116 Simons, ed., Kölnische Konsistorial-Beschlüsse ,51. “Item ist beslossen, das Heynrich Medtman sail von de 
armen gelt 2 daller vorderen und sie lehnen an Laurens Snizler om siner langweiliger krankheit halven und in staerk 
daerbei vermaenen.” 
 
117 Ibid., 75. “It ist fur guet angesehen, das die diaconi dem welschen jungen alle wochen fur ein zeitlank 6 alb auss 




circumstances required it. 118 Surprisingly, the poor relief given by the consistories was unrelated 
to why one ended up requiring it. At the Classis held in March 1574 at Bedburg, the assembly 
clarified that the churches should continue to provide support for the poor even if they had 
arrived at that poverty because of ‘sins and unrighteous things’.119 Despite the ongoing hardships 
of the church, poor relief remained a major concern for the synodal network. This mutual aid 
assured members of all congregations that the synodal network stood behind them. 
The support for imprisoned members rendered by the synodal network provided a similar 
assurance. Throughout the mid-1570s to 1580, persecution of the Reformed both inside and 
outside the city walls increased for those in the network. In general, these spates of persecution 
by the Cologne magistrates were part of a greater political calculus. The struggle for civic 
independence against the Archbishop of Cologne required close cooperation with the Habsburg 
dynasty. In order to keep in its good graces, the magistrates were compelled to take action 
against the Protestant minorities. On the other hand, these actions did not go unnoticed by other 
Protestant powers. Powerful princes such as the Elector Palatine of the Rhine and later Johann 
Casimir of Pfalz-Simmern pressured the magistrate in the opposite direction. At the same time, 
the Archbishop of Cologne sought to impose his authority over the independent city.120 Yet, the 
network and the congregation played a role in this calculus as well. The support rendered to 
 
118 Simons, ed., Synodalbuch, 73. “Auf die ander frag deren von Coln: ob man dem diener des worts aus dem seckel 
der armen in zeit der not underhalt geben möge? Item: ob man darneben aus dem diesntgelt den armen geben möge? 
–antwort: ja.” 
 
119 Ibid., 96. “Uf die zweite frag, von derselben kirchen vorpracht [in this case, Bedburg], ob ma auch denen, so ihr 
hab und gutter unnutlizh in sunden und ungerechtigkeit zupracht und dardurch im armut geraten sein, in solchem 
ihrem armut handreichung tun solle? – ist entschlossen, daß die frommen ihr herz und gemut von solchen in der not 
auch nicht abwenden sollen, doch daß den gläubigen armen darduch kein abbruch geschehe.” 
 
120 Much like the city magistrates, the plight of the Archbishop also rested on the good graces of the Emperor. Both 
the magistrates and the Archbishop were therefore systemically inclined towards persecuting the Protestant groups 




beleaguered congregants enabled those involved to remain confident that, whatever happened to 
them personally, their families would be cared for and they could expect some level of 
intervention on their behalf. For example, two congregants from the small town of Wirdt were 
imprisoned by the Bishop of Roermond and the lord of Goer in the spring of 1575. At the Classis 
assembly in Bedburg that April, they collected one hundred forty-three gulden to benefit the 
families of the imprisoned.121 In accordance with this mandate, the Cologne consistory required 
each elder to provide a sum of money to assist the families.122 The following year, the 
congregation collected a further 22 thalers for the same purpose.123 Later, in 1580, the Cologne 
magistracy arrested several members of their own congregation, including the then-minister 
Petrus Pedius. During the mid-1570s, the city of Cologne attempted to tighten up relations with 
other Catholic powers in the Empire. Of course, the presence of an obstinate Protestant minority 
complicated these attempts significantly. To help sure up magisterial efforts at quashing the 
dissenters, Emperor Rudolf II sent two imperial commissioners to protect the city’s Catholic 
confessional status. The particular concern in this instance was the election of Protestants into 
the various levels of city government.124  
The presence of the imperial commissioners and the desire to forge intra-confessional 
alliances caused a crackdown in 1580 against the city’s Protestant minority. Heinrich Huckel was 
 
121 Simons, ed., Synodalbuch, 113. “Auf das ersuchen der gemein von Susteren von wegen deren, so zu Wirdt der 
reinen religion halben gefenglich eingezogen und daron dannen dem herrn von Gur, der [dessen] untertanen sie 
seind, mit dem geding geliebert, daß sie nicht frei sollen gelasst werden, sie hetten dan zuforn die unkosten als 
100,43 gl. u. 5 stüber brabants bezalt, ist fur notwendig angesehen und erkant, daß di consistoria einer jeden gemein 
dahin arbeiten sollen, damit der liebe gegen den gefangenen nach der lehr des Apostels Hebr. 13 nicht vergessen 
werden, daß den armen gefangenen umb Gottes willen geholfen werde.” 
 
122 Simons, ed., Kölnische Konsistorial-Beschlüsse, 89. “Beschlossen, dass man den gefangenen christen under dem 
hern van Goer neben den 12 f. crt die uns van sinodo auf erlacht, noch 8 f. crt. geben soll.” 
 
123 Ibid., 111. “Nach habe ich [unsure who this is, but probably the scribe] van Burman entfangen so er noch von 
versamlung deren gefangener, so unter dem herren von Goer, uberig behalten nemlich 22 dal. 20. Alb. 5 h.” 
 




imprisoned on 14 January 1580, approximately a year after the arrival of the imperial 
commissioners.125 He was a member of the tailor’s guild and a citizen of the city.126 By 23 April 
1580, the consistory collected a tithe on his and his family’s behalf from each church in the 
province. At the same time, this tithe also aided Heinrich Lauterbach who had been arrested that 
same year.127 In response to the increased persecution, Reinhard Bachoffen wrote a report on 
how one ought to respond to inquisitors for the ‘simple’ of the congregation in response to this 
spate of arrests.128 As an elder, Bachoffen was one of the better educated members of the 
congregation. 129 On 11 June 1580, the congregation honored Heinrich Lauterbach whom the 
magistrates presumably exiled.130 A few weeks later, the consistory sent Mathis Spormecher, an 
elder, to visit Heinich Huckel while in jail. Perhaps they did this to reassure him that the 
congregation and the synodal network were taking care of his family while he languished in 
prison. This seems likely as, that same day, the congregation collected another tithe on his 
behalf.131 The congregation even requested help from Huckel’s guild on his wife’s behalf.132 The 
congregation announced their intention to appeal the city council’s decision to expel Heinrich 
Huckel to the Reichskammergericht in Speyer on 2 July. In the meantime, they continued to 
 
125 Simons, ed., Kölnische Konsistorial-Beschlüsse, 166.  
 
126 Ibid., 174.  
 
127 Ibid., 170. “Item ein jeder soll in seinem quartir steur vor die gefangne insamlen.” 
 
128 Ibid. “Kurtzen bericht vor die einfaltigen der gemein zu stellen, was sie den inquisitoribus zu antworten, per l. 
Bachouen.” 
 
129 Ibid., 460-462. He served as elder from 1579 to 1581 and again in 1585, 1588, and 1589. 
 
130 Ibid., 172. “Lauterbach zu gedenken.”  
 
131 Ibid. “Spormecher soll m. Heinrich [Huckel] besuchen. . . Die steur vor die gefange vort einzusamlen.” 
 




advise him in the legal proceedings.133 The congregation also sent a letter to the Elector Palatine 
for help.134 Meanwhile, Pope Gregory XIII wrote to the city council encouraging them in their 
endeavors to “contain the efforts of the heretics.”135 Despite the attempted intervention of the 
Elector Palatine, the city magistrates expelled Huckel that same year.136 While the congregation 
could not save either Huckel or Lauterbach from exile, they could and did provide financial 
assistance to both of their families. Thus, at both the consistorial and synodal levels, families 
could expect support from their coreligionists. This doubtlessly contributed to the Reformed 
family’s willingness to remain in the city. 
 From the above examples, we can reach several conclusions. Petitions were an example 
of interregional solidarity that frequently involved the consistory, the synod, and included 
appeals to princely benefactors. The combined efforts of the affected congregations, the 
provincial synod, and friendly intermediaries at princely courts, especially in Heidelberg, 
fostered a regional Reformed solidarity. While the petitions did not always get congregations out 
of trouble, they often prevented anti-Calvinist measures from being pressed too far. They often 
were limiting factors in how harshly Catholic magistrates could prosecute the Reformed. 
Furthermore, the exchange of ministers shows how the Reformed church network came together 
to ensure each congregation had a minister no matter how difficult that might have been. 
 
133 Ibid., 173. “Ist beschlossen das m. Heinrichen angezeigt werden soll, do es seine gelegenheit leiden konnte, noch 
ein weil sitzen zu pleiben; dass die bruder fur raitsam erachtet, das ser den rait mit guten gelinden worten etlich tag 
noch aufgehalten hette, damit der rai tzu keiner verbitterung gereitzet wurde, umb mitlerweil zu sehen, was zu Speyr 
in Hueckels sach zu erhalten und was Gott suns vor mittel geben wurde zu seiner williger erledigung; und auch, das 
man furderlichst zu wissen, was in Hueckels sach vorgelaufen, wollen die bruder einen boten auf Speyr abfertigen.” 
 
134 Ibid., 174. “Der vorschrift, bei städten und churfursten zu werben, nit zu vergessen.” 
 
135 Ibid., “ut . . . haereticorum conatibus obsistatis . . .” 
 





Ministers were often tasked with multiple congregations and were required to travel quite a bit. 
They were assigned and reassigned to various places as they found themselves arrested and 
expelled. Despite this, the synod consistently found replacements for congregations in need 
through the synodal network. The ministers usually came from outside the congregation. 
Occasionally, they were even refugees themselves.  
Poor relief and support for the families of imprisoned members strengthened intra-
network ties between congregants, the consistory, and the synod. When times were tough, 
congregants could rest assured that either the consistory or the synod would provide. Similarly, 
support for imprisoned congregants ensured that the church’s roots burrowed deep. While there 
was little to be done to rescue those imprisoned, both consistories and the synods made it a point 
to support affected families. Often, they continued to do so for a year or more after the fact. 
Contribution came not only from the affected congregation, but also from the other churches in 
the Classis. Broadly speaking, these financial bonds both increased intra-network cohesion and 
provided assurance to threatened congregations that others would stand behind them when times 
were tough.  
Finally, the steady leadership of the ministers in the Cologne congregation and at the 
Classis assemblies and synodal meetings provided further stability for the developing Reformed 
community. Between 1572-1583, nearly all Classis and synodal meetings were held at Bedburg, 
Birkesdorf, or Aachen. Between 1572-1580, Johannes Christianus headed most of these 
meetings. Johannes Badius quickly began to assume similar leadership capacity in the synodal 
network after his arrival in 1578. Like the financial bonds between congregants, this consistency 




 It bears repeating that the Emden articles and the 1573 Synodal Ordinance were the glue 
holding together the Cologne congregation with their neighboring co-religionists. While Classis 
assemblies and provincial synods did not discuss every issue mentioned above, many did. The 
issues which the Classes and the provincial synods debated tended to be larger issues which 
affected multiple congregations. The synods did not micromanage each individual consistory. 
Yet, if any required assistance, they could rely on the synod or Classis to provide. Consequently, 
the legacy of the Dutch refugees, seen in their organizational model, allowed the Cologne church 




‘IMPLICIT TOLERATION’: THE COLOGNE CONGREGATION (1582-1600) 
 The dramatic conversion of archbishop Gebhard von Waldburg to Calvinism in 
December 1582 changed the dynamic for the Cologne congregation. So far as the synodal and 
consistorial records are concerned, no members of the congregation seem to have fought on 
behalf of the archbishop during the ensuing war.137 Nevertheless, the congregation supported the 
archbishop with their collective pocketbooks. While the outbreak of war imperiled many 
congregations in the network, it also provided the Cologne church the opportunity to return the 
favor for their beleaguered coreligionists. Despite the particularly high-profile arrest of Johannes 
Badius after the war in 1590, the trajectory of growth for the congregation continued all the way 
from 1582 to 1600. Johannes Badius’ arrest and the ensuing controversy between the minister 
and his interrogator Caspar Ulenberg also gives insight into how the Cologne authorities viewed 
the growing congregation. By 1600, Cologne church had achieved a sort of ‘implicit toleration’ 
from the city council. 
 Waldburg’s flagrant disregard for the Ecclesiastical Reservation, which forbade prelates 
from retaining their office after conversion to the Protestant faith, brought war to the lower 
Rhineland and to the lower Rhenish Reformed church. By refusing to vacate his office following 
his conversion, the former archbishop ran afoul of the 1555 Religious Peace of Augsburg and 
imperiled the Holy Roman electorate. His conversion also threatened to give Protestants the 
 
137 Ibid., 173. In fact, article five of the Provincial Synod held at Aachen in October 1584 condemned any who 




majority in the Electoral College.138 The Catholic response was swift. By April 1583, Pope 
Gregory XIII deposed the former archbishop. The Bavarian Wittelsbach family, sensing an 
opportunity, demanded that Waldburg be replaced with their own Ernst von Bayern. The 
conversion worried the Spanish who relied upon an open road through the electorate to support 
their military operations in the Netherlands. Many of the congregation’s princely allies pledged 
support for Waldburg’s cause.139 Yet, for the most part, the former archbishop’s Calvinism won 
him few friends in the Empire. Neither Saxony nor Brandenburg pledged support for his cause. 
The complicated situation left Emperor Rudolf II in a difficult position. Despite his opposition to 
both Spanish and Bavarian involvement in the affair, he had to accede to both. Ernst von Bayern 
was elected to the archbishopric by May 1583.  
The Cologne War severely disrupted the synodal network. Bedburg, which had formerly 
been the meeting place for many synods, fell under siege by Catholic forces in 1583. The 
Catholic victory at Bedburg not only effectively ended the congregation there, it also prevented 
the synodal network from meeting for the entire year.140 When the synod finally met again at 
Aachen in October 1584, they petitioned the nobleman Adolf von Neuenahr to punish those 
responsible for Bedburg’s brutal treatment.141 The war also consumed part of the small 
congregation in Neuss when the city threatened Petrus Otgenius, their minister, with 
imprisonment and his congregants with expulsion. While the synod acknowledged the 
 
138 Those Protestant powers being Saxony, the Palatinate, Brandenburg, and Cologne.  
 
139 Wilson, Europe’s Tragedy, 208-209. The three most important in that regard were the Elector Palatine of the 
Rhine, the Count Adolf of Neuenahr, and Johann Casimir of Simmern. Louis VI (r. 1575-1583) stood alone as the 
only Lutheran supporter of the archbishop.  
 
140 Simons, ed., Synodalbuch, 166. 
 




difficulties, they stated nothing could be done.142 The troubles for the Neuss congregation would 
continue until 1586 when Spanish troops ransacked the city.143 With the Neuss congregation in 
shambles already by 1584, the synod instead sent Otgenius to aid the growing Cologne and 
Düsseldorf congregations as an assistant minister.144 The following year, the congregation in 
Düren also fell under increased persecution as a result of the war. The synod responded with 
another petition for help from the nobility and encouraged the other classes to do the same.145 
Meanwhile, the congregation in Cologne took up the opportunity to assist their struggling 
coreligionists and princely allies. 
 The earliest reference to the outbreak of war in the consistorial record came in July 
1583.146 For the most part, the congregation in Cologne conducted business as usual during the 
first year of the war. Surprisingly, there is only one arrest of note recorded by the consistory 
during the years of the Cologne War. In 1582, before the outbreak of open conflict, Peter Hanff, 
a citizen and member of the congregation, among two others, was arrested by the magistrates. 
Likely, this was a reprisal for Johannes Christanus’s galling sermon before the walls of the city. 
Whatever the case, this was sufficiently suppressing that the consistory did not meet for an entire 
 
142 Ibid., 173. “. . . keine behulf toin kan . . .” 
 
143 Ibid., 178, 187.  Early in the war, the town fell under the influence of the replacement for Waldburg, Ernst von 
Bayern, but Adolf von Neuenahr recovered it in May 1585. The ‘liberation’ proved short-lived. The reason why the 
destruction of Neuss receives no attention in the acts of the synod at Aachen held October 1586 is because the 
community no longer belonged to the network after its recovery by Neuenahr in 1585. 
 
144 Ibid., 174. 
 
145 Ibid., 177-178. “Auf das schriftlich anhalten der kirchen von Duren fur sich und andere von wegen des itzigen 
verfolgens und verjagens der christen, . . . ist vom synodo fur guet angesehen, daß die von Duren ire benachbarte 
vom adel sollen bitlich ersuchen, ires rats zu gebrauchen, daß durch mittel einer supplication an den ausschoß von 
der ritterschaft diesem ubel mochte furkommen werden; und sollen inglichen auch in anderen quatieren die vom 
adel dieser sachen halben ersucht werden, und, sobald moglich, denen von Duren ire volmeinung zugestalt werden.” 
 
146 Simons, ed., Kölnische Konsistorial-Beschlüsse, 228. Because of the dangerous roads, the consistory requested 




week afterwards.147 Hanff found himself under arrest again in December 1586. After paying a 
two thousand gulden bail, he was released in April 1587.148 In May, he was arrested again, but 
this time, released per the demands of Johann Casimir who interceded on his behalf.149 This was 
not the only wartime contact the congregation had with Johann Casimir. The congregation had 
evidently lent him some three thousand thalers for armaments to support Waldburg’s hold on the 
diocese.150 This suggests both a significant degree of dedication to the archbishop’s cause, and 
quite a bit of trust in Johann Casimir to efficaciously use such a large sum. While the Count 
Palatine of Simmern certainly had a reputation for undertaking military adventures in his own 
right, it also is possible that the congregation raised this sum to try and entice Johann Casimir to 
remain in the area. Casimir left the lower Rhineland after the death of Elector Palatine Louis VI 
in November 1583. Louis’ son, Frederick IV was only seven years old. Johann Casimir returned 
to the Electoral Palatinate to assume the regency.151  
The consistory raised a significantly smaller sum for foreign ministers the next month in 
response to Bonn’s seizure by the Wittelsbach claimant Ernst von Bayern. The brutal murder of 
Bonn’s Reformed minister in December 1583 likely stirred them to action.152 The congregation 
 
147 Ibid., 212. 
 
148 Ibid., 299. 
 
149 Friedrich von Bezold ed., Briefe des Pfalzgrafen Johann Casimir mit verwandten Schriftstücken (Munich, M. 
Rieger’sche Universtäts-Buchhandlung, 1903), 3: 151-152. 
 
150 Ibid., 238. “Ist oich beschlossen, dass h. Hanss Casimiren heimgestellt werden soll, die drei m. thaller, die vur 
rustung verburgt worden, vur ire g. zu betzallen, wiewol man noch zom halben theil nit kommen kann, oder aber da 
ire g. sulchs selbst erlegen wolte und die burgen erledigen, dass man dan dem Trucksessen auf sein itzig begeren 
dasselbe, was man samlen kan, zustellen wolle.”  
 
151 Peter Wilson, Europe’s Tragedy, 209. 
 
152 Simons, ed., Kölnische Konsistorial-Beschlüsse, 240. “Dem frembden diener seindt bewilligt 16 thaler zu geben.” 
The pope excommunicated and dispossessed Waldburg in April 1583. The Bavarian Wittelsbachs saw an 
opportunity to place their candidate, Ernst, in the now vacant seat. Despite Habsburg opposition, the cathedral 




thereafter funded coreligionist refugees from Bonn. Notably, they raised 600 thalers to assist 
Isaac Sigmund Bon von Wachenheim, a noble supporter of Waldburg, whom the Spanish 
imprisoned following the capture of the city.153 The congregation offered monetary assistance to 
a variety of congregations from 1584 to 1586. For example, when Catholic forces took Bedburg 
in March 1584, they raised a further fifty thalers to assist a surviving member of the 
congregation.154  
 The situation which unfolded in nearby Neuss, however, gave the Cologne congregation 
the best opportunity to show their value to the synodal network. Unlike the synod at Aachen, the 
congregation was in a far better position to help the troubled Neuss congregation in 1586. 
Refugees fled to Cologne following the city’s destruction in July. By late August, the 
congregation began providing relief to the religious refugees.155 Congregants also housed the 
refugees in their homes. For example, when minister Christoph Fesser’s wife arrived in Cologne, 
one of the consistory’s elders housed her in her time of need.156 The congregation collected a 
tithe on 9 September for further refugees who lost their possessions during the city’s 
plundering.157 The community collected fifty thalers to support Rombolt von Neuss by 
November in addition to continuing to support the other recently arrived refugees.158 In short, the 
 
153 Simons, ed., Kölnische Konsistorial-Beschlüsse, 242, 243. See entries on 27 March 1584 and 17 April 1584. 
 
154 Ibid., 249. “Johan Castor gewesener gerichtssschreiber zu Bedtbur seind uss mitleiden siner geincknus und 
schaedens zugeordnet funftzig daller, wilche uss dem armen kasten sullen genamen und nach gehabter versamblong 
wieder inbracht werden.” 
 
155 Ibid., 286. The first recipient seems to be Johann Stenckher. 
 
156 Ibid., 287. “Velthausen . . . sollen sich Chistoferi Fessers hausfrauen annemen mit bestellung einer gelegener 
herberg und versehnung mit anderer notturft.” 
 
157 Ibid. “Rombolt von Neuss steur zu thun von wegen seiner rantsaun. Clara von Neuss sollen 4 thaler fur ein 
bedgen gegeben werden, zu den anderen dreien, welche Caspar Korp zuvor empfangen.” Caspar Korp was himself a 
refugee from Neuss. What his suggestion was, however, is not mentioned. 
 




Cologne consistory acted of their own accord to ensure those who escaped the destruction of 
Neuss were housed, fed, and kept safe. By the end of 1586, most of the fighting had ceased. 
While Protestant forces would recapture Bonn in December 1587, the duke of Parma brought the 
city back into the Catholic fold following a six-month siege. The roads remained dangerous for 
years after the end of the war. The ultimate victory for the Catholic forces left the powerful Ernst 
von Bayern at the helm of the electoral diocese and the bishopric of neighboring Münster. 159 It 
must have seemed likely to the congregation that there would be a reckoning not only for their 
support of his rival, but also for their confession, as would happen in Aachen after 1598.160 
 To a certain extent, there was. In April 1590, the Catholic magistracy arrested the 
beloved, long-standing minister of the congregation Johannes Badius. However, his arrest and 
subsequent interrogation did not go without controversy. The magistrates brought in Kaspar 
Ulenberg to examine the Reformed minister. Ulenberg’s knowledge of Protestant affairs did little 
to stifle rumors that swiftly circulated throughout the city Johannes Badius had thoroughly 
bested him.161 Consequently, Ulenberg published his own account of the conversation he had 
with Johannes Badius in order to defend his reputation. He and the city council both wanted to 
end the entire sordid affair. Badius wasted no time in penning responses of his own. The first 
was hardly more than a pamphlet, though he followed it with a much more substantial volume 
 
159 Peter Wilson, Europe’s Tragedy, 208-210. 
 
160 Joachim Whaley, “The German Territories and Cities After 1555,” in Maximilian I to the peace of Westphalia, 
1493-1648, vol. 1 of Germany and the Holy Roman Empire (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 537-538. 
Ernst von Bayern oversaw a short-lived counter-reformation in Aachen following a 1593 decision by the 
Reichshofrat that the city council, dominated by Calvinists, did not have the right to change the city’s confessional 
status. 
 
161 Kaspar Ulenberg, Summarische Beschreibung eines ungefehrlichen Gesprächs, das zu Cöln zwischen Casparo 
Ulenbergio, einem Catholischen Priester, und Ioanne Badio von Rödingen, einem Calvinischen Predicanten, den 10 




later on.162 His approach in the expanded response was two-fold: defend his reputation against 
the scathing character attacks Ulenberg leveled against him and appeal to the city council for his 
restitution.163 While each published one further response to the other, Ulenberg’s Summarische 
Beschreibung provides us with a glimpse into the Catholic magistracy’s motivations regarding 
the Cologne congregation. Badius’ extended response, on the other hand, allows us to parse how 
the Reformed congregation viewed themselves. 
 The Summarische Beschreibung indicates the primary concerns the Cologne magistracy 
had regarding the Reformed community. While it does not delve extensively into the political or 
jurisprudential aspects of the magistracy’s actions against the Protestants, it does enlighten in 
other ways.164 First and foremost, he explained, Catholics saw the ‘secret conventicles’ the 
congregation held as dangerous—perhaps even indicative of a rebellious disposition.165 The 
magistracy’s hostility towards these secret conventicles should hardly be surprising as they were 
already illegal by city ordinance.166 However, the issue of the conventicles goes further than 
 
162 For Badius’ short response, see Johannes Badius, Warnung für die summarische beschreibung eines 
ungefehrlichen gesprechs, das zu Cöln zwischen Casparo Ulenbergio, pastorn und canonichen zu S. Cunebertz, und 
Johanne Badio, praedicanten, sol gehalten sein den 10. und 11. aprilis jetztlauffenden 1590 jars (Herborn: Christoff 
Raben, 1590). 
 
163 Johannes Badius, An Erbarn, Ehrnusten, Hochweisen Rath, und ganze Burgerschafft der Stadt Collen. 
Warhaffter und Bestendiger Gegenbericht von dem Gesprech, daß zu Colln zwischen Casparo Ulenbergio, und 
Iohanne Badio, den 10. und 11. aprillis des Vorlauffenen 1590. jhars gehalten worden (Bremen: Bernhardt Peters, 
1591). 
 
164 Politically speaking, Cologne often found itself pressed between demands by Protestant princes on the one 
hand—the Elector Palatine of the Rhine, for example—and the Habsburg monarch on the other. All the while, the 
city struggled to maintain its independence from the archbishop. Jurisprudentially, the magistracy found itself 
frequently defending its actions in the Reichskammergericht against protestant lawsuits. For more, see Bernhard 
Ruthmann, Die Religionsprozesse am Reichskammergericht (1555-1648): Eine Analyse anhand ausgewählter 
Prozesse (Köln: Böhlau Verlag, 1996), 75-259. 
 
165 Ibid., 87-88. Ruthmann describes the issue of conventicles as predominately an issue of illegality, noting that 
secret gatherings are against the city’s constitution. In breaking the city’s constitution, the protestants could 
therefore be considered rebellious. This notion is largely confirmed in Ulenberg’s comments. 
 




mere illegality. The authorities understood them as a necessary consequence of the ‘false lies’ of 
the Calvinist religion.167 To demonstrate this the authorities compared the Reformed to other 
Protestant groups, saying that even, “the objectionable ones do not suffer that anyone under them 
hold secret meetings or undertake to preach at a corner,” as the Calvinists were wont to do.168 
They conceded that Badius had never claimed in print that the magistracy was tyrannical, but “it 
follows necessarily from his words and deeds,” that he and others like him believe the authorities 
of the city unjust and therefore that resistance to them is justified.169 As the magistrates 
understand it, the gatherings were, “doing great harm and injustice, because they greatly 
denigrate us in our absence and curse our Catholic religion as godless and idolatrous with 
shameless words.”170 As a result, the “poisonous lies” of the Calvinists could not be defended.171  
These ‘poisonous lies’ focused primarily on Eucharistic celebration and the validity of 
church councils. While plenty can be said here about the theological arguments each raised 
during the interrogation—and indeed, the entire second day of the interrogation concerned this—
suffice to say that Ulenberg assumed the traditional transubstantial view of the Eucharist.172 
When Ulenberg finally let Badius have a word, he responded with a somewhat agitated Latin 
quip, saying, “[t]ruly, the body of Christ was made from the virgin Mary. But the body of Christ, 
 
167 Ibid., 19. “mit falschen calumnien und lügen beladet.” 
 
168 Ibid., 20. “Die widerwertigen dülden selbs nicht, daß jemand unter ihnen solche heimliche Beikünffte halte, oder 
in winckeln zu predigen sich unterneme.”  
 
169 Ibid., 21. “Er hette nicht gesagt, dass er, Badius, einen erbarn Rath mit außtrücklichen worte für tyrannisch 
außgeben; aber solches erfolgte notwendig auß seinem thun and reden.” 
 
170 Ibid., 21 “Zum lezten, warff ich ihm abermal für, daß die Predicantenes theils, (von welchen er auch einer were), 
in ihren heimlichen beikünfften uns grossen gewalt und unrecht thäten, weil sie uns in unserm abwesen schwerlich 
verunglimpfften und unsere Catholische Religion für gotloß un Abgöttlich, mit abschemlichen worten verfluchten.” 
Italics are my own emphasis. 
 
171 Ibid., 21. “wider ihre gifftige calumnien und lügen nicht verteidigen könten.” 
 




which you say is present in the Eucharist, is made from bread. Therefore, it is not truly the body 
of Christ.”173 The Eucharistic debate underpinned their conversation surrounding the validity of 
church councils. Ulenberg again assumed a traditional Catholic position, suggesting that church 
councils were effective in determining doctrine. Badius remained skeptical, claiming that 
doctrine should come not as a consequence of councils, but from the Scriptures alone.174 Both 
agreed that ancient church councils were authoritative. Nevertheless, Ulenberg trapped Badius 
by stating that the ancient Church councils affirmed the Catholic position on the Eucharist.175 
Thus, the magistracy’s response to the Reformed seems to regard them as double-damned. In the 
minds of the Catholic magistrates, the false teachings regarding Eucharistic devotion and the 
authority of church councils by the Calvinists fed into their rebellious nature seen in the secret 
conventicles. They not only were attempting to poison the minds of the good citizens of 
Cologne, they also were actively conspiring against the city. 
 Johannes Badius vigorously contested Ulenberg’s claims about the conventicles made in 
the Summarische Beschreibung. Alluding to David when he chose the righteous action of sparing 
Saul after his crowning hour, Badius acknowledged that in a fallen world the righteous must still 
suffer.176 In an unsubtle dig at Ulenberg himself, he reminded the reader that Christ had been 
accused by slanderous, ‘educated’ men who claimed he had broken the law of the Emperor by 
calling himself a king and was consequently executed.177 In this way, Badius rejected Ulenberg’s 
 
173 Ibid., 30. “Verum Christi corpus factum est ex Maria virgine: At corpus Christi, quod vos in Eucharistia praesens 
esse dicitis, fit ex pane: Ergo non est verum Christi corpus.” 
 
174 Ibid., 23-27, 41 respectively. 
 
175 Ibid., 45-46. 
 
176 Badius, An Erbarn, Ehrnusten, Hochweisen Rath, 33-34. “Also hat vorzeite David sich mussen leiden dass er 






condemnation. While the conventicles were illegal by city ordinance, they were nevertheless 
righteous. As Badius understood it, the condemnation of the conventicles came not from the 
honorable city council, but as an accusation by ‘slanderous educated men’ like Ulenberg. Those 
who would condemn conventicles, in Badius’s mind, were essentially signifying that, “darkness 
and night always follow the light; therefore, the light is a cause of the darkness.”178 Badius 
pointed out that the same logic could cause one to claim that the word of God, a source of light, 
was responsible for all the suffering in the world.179 Badius also contested the notion that he and 
his congregation were rebellious noting that, “in the thirty years our Christian community has 
had meetings and church services, no one can honestly say that they have ever undertaken to 
support unrest.”180 This contradicts the rather extensive financial support the congregation 
rendered to Gebhard von Waldburg’s supporters during the Cologne War. Yet, so far as the 
consistorial and synodal records are concerned, no member of the congregation actively fought 
on Waldburg’s side during the war. As ‘adherents’ to the Augsburg Confession, Badius and 
likely many other synodal ministers, deacons, and elders believed they should enjoy the benefits 
entailed by the Religious Peace of Augsburg.181  As Badius put it, the city magistracy should, 
 
177 Ibid., 34. “Es sol uns aber nicht wunder geben, dass solches heiligen Mennern Gottes begnet: weil auch der Sohn 
Gottes solcher falscher, erdichter anklag und verleumbdung nicht hat uberhaben bleiben konnen. . . dass er [Christ] 
sich zum König gemacht, und also dem Kenser [Kaiser?] widersprochen hette, ja daß er verboten hette dem Kenser 
den Schoß zugeben. . . [G]leichwol musst der Herr Christus under solchen schein hingerichtet und gecreukiget 
werden.” 
 
178 Ibid., “Die Finsternuß und Nacht folgen alwege dem licht: darumb ist das Licht ein ursach der Finsternuß.” 
 
179 Ibid., 35. 
 
180 Ibid., “Es hat unsere Christliche Gemein inn Colln in die 30. Jar ire Versamlungen un Kirchendeinst gehabt, 
dennoch kan niemandt (emphasis mine) mit warheit sagen, daß sie iemal einig unruhe anzurichten sich unterfanden 
hetten.” 
 




“respect the General Religious Peace no less than other citizens in other Imperial cities do, and 
[should] not be troubled over it.”182  
 Consequently, the Reformed in Cologne tended to view themselves not as rebels or 
revolutionaries, but rather as diligent, pious citizens enjoying the benefits of the 1555 religious 
settlement. Whatever ‘wrongdoing’ came as a consequence of their secret conventicles were the 
necessary result of persecution by men like Kaspar Ulenberg. These men were understood as 
separate entities from the city magistracy. Of course, the deep respect Badius espoused for the 
authorities only went so far. In 1593, violating the terms of his expulsion, he secretly attended a 
consistorial meeting. The congregation welcomed him as an honored guest.183 The magistracy, 
on the other hand, saw Calvinist doctrine as the source of the rebellious conventicles. They 
steadfastly rejected the congregation’s claims that they were adherents of the Augsburg 
Confession and therefore felt entitled to deal with them as they saw fit. Yet, in contrast to the 
often-vitriolic language Ulenberg used to describe the Reformed community, the city magistracy 
remained unable and unwilling to actively stem the growth the congregation had undergone since 
1585. 
 Starting the year before, the congregation began recording those who had “given their 
confession of faith”.184 The congregation listed all those who had joined their community, 
typically once in the summer and once in the winter. Usually, the congregation recorded only the 
names of men. In those cases where women gave their confession of faith, they were often 
 
182 Ibid., 14-15. “Und ewer herrligkeit und Gunsten . . .unnd des H. Reichstadt Burgere, des Allgemeinen 
Religionsfrieden nicht weiniger als andere Burger in andern Reichstedten fehig zuachten, und darüber nicht zu 
betruben sein.” 
 
183 Simons, Kölnische Konsistorial-Beschlüsse, 425. 
 
184 Ibid., 257-258. “Den 16. dito haben bekantnus ires glauben gedain und mit under dem gehorsam des evangelii 




referred to as the wife of another named member.185 During some years, the congregation gained 
as many as 102 members, whereas in other years, it was as few as seventeen.186 Despite the 
archbishop’s conversion, the years of the Cologne War do not feature as the Reformed 
community’s best years. Between 1584 and 1589, the congregation gained 218 members. Their 
most successful year, 1586, only saw 56 new members.187  
The years following the war saw the greater period of growth. Despite Badius’ arrest and 
expulsion in 1590, the congregation still gathered forty new members.188 When the magistracy 
arrested Wilhelm Nickel in summer 1591, the minister of the congregation since 1587 proudly 
reported to his interrogators that their church had eight elders, eight deacons, five ministers, and 
around one thousand members.189 The next year saw the congregation grew by a further eighty-
eight members.190 1593, the congregation’s best year, had 102 new members confirmed. Sixty-
nine took their confession in December.191 In total, between 1590 and 1594, the congregation 
boasted some 322 new members. Consequently, despite the loss of two ministers, the 
congregation’s trajectory of growth in the 1590s demonstrates quite well not only the robustness, 
but also the vibrancy of this minority community. 
 
185 Ibid., 258. For example, “Diederich zom Grunenwallds von Bons vrow,”  
 
186 Ibid., 422-423, 433-434 and 257-258 respectively. 
 
187 Ibid., 276-277, 283-284, 285. The congregation listed new members on 11 February, 15 July and 22 July 1586 
respectively.  
 
188 Simons, Kölnische Konsistorial-Beschlüsse, 345-346, 359. 
 
189 Ibid., 370. 
 
190 Ibid., 387-388, 397-398, 405-406, 408. 
 





The Cologne War deeply affected the congregation’s fortunes. Despite the failure of the 
wayward archbishop to maintain his seat following his conversion, his successor proved no more 
able to oust the congregation from the city than the magistracy. While it is clear from the Badius-
Ulenberg controversy that the magistracy held no love for their Reformed guests, the 
congregation’s growth throughout the period implies that they were unable and unwilling to 
expend the political capital required to expel all of them. Of course, that assumes such a thing 
would even have been possible. While the synod could not assist the congregation in Neuss in 
1586, the synod still drew the Cologne congregation into community with its peers. The synod 
continued collecting tithes, providing spiritual guidance, and ensuring all congregations had 
ministers for the duration of the war. In the instances where the synod was unable to help, the 
empowered Cologne community took matters into their own hands, as they did for the destroyed 
community in Neuss. Consequently, the combination of these factors led to a state of ‘implicit 
toleration’ by the city magistrates. Without formal acknowledgement by the city council, the city 





The turn of the century was the heyday for the Cologne congregation. While it never 
grew larger than it was in 1600, the Reformed continued to practice their faith in a state of 
‘implicit toleration’ all the way to the late eighteenth century.192 The efforts of the synodal 
network in Cologne created a category of toleration defined not by selective magisterial 
blindness nor by shared religious spaces, but by proving so difficult to remove that the only 
solution left was to ignore the problem. This toleration is best described in terms of the German 
word dulden.  
Dulden, described by Jesse Spohnholz as the, “ability to withstand bodily pain, or to 
endure or suffer the presence of some other form of evil or danger,” is not, “the opposite of 
intolerance, but the least disruptive of several logical consequences of intolerance.”193 In other 
words, dulden is a particularly apt description of the sort of implicit toleration the Cologne 
magistrate granted the Reformed in the city. They ‘tolerated’ the congregations like one might 
‘tolerate’ a headache about which one can do very little. From 1570 to 1600, the magistracy tried 
intermittently to impose varying degrees of intolerance. While their efforts were doubtlessly 
disruptive, they amounted to very little in the end. With the Dutch refugees’ arrival in the mid-
1560s came their model of church organization. The Emden synod in 1571 laid the foundation 
 
192 Rudolf Löhr, ed., Protokolle der Hochdeutsch-Reformierten Gemeinde in Köln von 1599-1794, vol. 1, Protokolle 
von 1599-1630, (Cologne: Rheinland-Verlag, 1976), XIII. The French occupied the city in the late 18th century as a 
consequence of the French Revolutionary Wars. 
 





for the synodal network. The remarkable flexibility and support the articles entailed allowed the 
Cologne church to lodge deeply under the skin of the city. Petitions, the exchange of ministers, 
and financial support from the synodal network ensured the congregation had the resources 
needed to survive the frequently heavy-handed intolerance of the Catholic magistracy. 
1582 was a turning point for the congregation. Empowered by Archbishop Gebhard 
Truchsess von Waldburg’s conversation to Calvinism, the congregation paid back the aid it 
received from the synodal network. With the outbreak of war in 1583, the congregation managed 
responsibilities to both support the cause of the Reformed faith monetarily and provided succor 
and refuge to those displaced by the fighting. Despite the arrest of their beloved minister 
Johannes Badius in 1590, after 1593, there were no further mass arrests of the German 
congregants. Furthermore, between 1582 and 1600, the congregation grew by well over five-
hundred new members. While Kaspar Ulenberg, speaking on behalf of the magistracy, certainly 
bemoaned the community’s presence, neither his efforts nor those of the city government were 
successful in striking any serious blows after 1590. By then, the status quo prevailed—the 
congregation would be ‘tolerated’ but denied legal recognition. 
The experience of the Reformed church in Cologne in some ways challenges our 
understanding of Calvinist solidarity. Many scholars have written at length about it. For example, 
Peter Wilson situates the Calvinist powers on the eve of the Thirty Years War as the leaders in 
attempting to create an inter-confessional solidarity among Protestants.194 Philip Benedict 
articulates the connection between the synodal network and Calvinist solidarity. He 
acknowledges the impact of the Lower Rhenish Reformed, but nevertheless preferences the 
 





prince as the leading figure in tying together the Reformed church in the Empire.195 The 
solidarity of the Reformed, according to these scholars, arose from the needs of the 
Reformation’s primary agent, the prince. It is through the agency of the prince that scholars 
typically (though not always) see the Reformation. This holds especially true for the ‘second 
Reformation’ in Germany. The onset of Calvinism in Germany from a princely perspective is 
typically seen as a completion of the work started by a Lutheran reformation and completed by a 
Calvinist reformation.196  
But Cologne did not experience a Reformation. Nor did it experience a ‘second’ 
Reformation. Put simply, the Cologne Reformed were never in a position to change the city’s 
confessional status. The experience of Aachen, where Protestants managed to seize a majority in 
the city council, yet were still unable to change the city’s status, casts doubt on whether such a 
thing would have even been possible. Yet, in Cologne and more broadly in the Jülich province, 
we have an example of a vibrant, growing religious community driven without the typical 
princely motor. To be sure, the Cologne consistory and the Reformed churches in Jülich had 
noble and princely benefactors to whom they frequently wrote and who often involved 
themselves in the congregations’ struggles. However, the hard work of organization, support for 
congregations in need, and matters of doctrinal consistency all fell squarely in the domain of the 
Reformed network. The ministers, the elders, and the deacons of each consistory and synod on 
the lower Rhine created an alternative to princely patronage as the sole means of survival. 
 
195 Philip Benedict, Christ’s Churches Purely Reformed, 210-229. 
 
196 For a brief example, see Brady, German Histories, 253. “The most obvious difference between the Reformed 
faith in the German lands and its counterparts in the French kingdom and the Dutch Republic was its strict 
subordination to princes.” He does also acknowledge that the Lower Rhenish church falls outside this model. See 
also Bobo Nischan, Prince, People, and Confession: The Second Reformation in Brandenbug, (Philadelphia: 1994) 





Indeed, they may have even inspired a new way of governmental organization. When Johannes 
Althusius elaborated on a federative system of government in opposition to Jean Bodin’s defense 
of centralized monarchy in 1603, he may have had the same presbyterial-synodal network in 
mind. The ideas which Althusius developed in his Politica are conceivably one further legacy of 
the lower Rhenish Reformed network.197 Perhaps the experiences of consistories like Cologne 
and synods as in the Jülich province gave Althusius the confidence to advocate something new. 
In 1582, Johannes Christianus made the secret Reformed community in Cologne properly 
known with his sermon. For the privilege of hosting it, he thanks specifically Adolf von 
Neuenahr. Nevertheless, it seems clear that no small part of his gratitude should likewise go to 
his and many others’ efforts in creating a network which sustained and nourished the Cologne 
congregation. Ultimately, this gave him a chance to introduce the people of Cologne to the pure 
word of God.
 
197 The Politica Methodice Digesta broadly speaking describes a federative system of ascending powers which rely 
on the consent of local and voluntary associations. His federalism did not rely on individualism, as American 
federalism does, but rather Althusius connected it to communities. Johannes Althusius, Politica. An Abridged 
Translation of Politics Methodologically Set Forth and Illustrated with Sacred and Profane Examples, trans. and ed. 























Year Number of new congregants: 
1584 17 new congregants 
1585 22 new congregants 
1586 56 new congregants 
1587 42 new congregants 
1588 24 new congregants 
1589 54 new congregants 
1590 40 new congregants 
1591 54 new congregants 
1592 88 new congregants 
1593 102 new congregants 
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